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VnSTACE 
Motivated by the successful applications of the usual derivatives in different branches 
of mathematics, the concept of derivation in rings was introduced as follows: an additive 
mapping d : R -^ R is said to be a derivation on R if d(xy) = d{x)y + xd{y), holds for 
a\\ x,y e R. The mapping of polynomial ring F[x] over the field F into itself defined by 
f{x) H^  f'{x), the formal derivative of f{x) is a natural example of derivations in rings. 
This subject was fmrther enlightened when in the year 1957, Posner [73] obtained 
two very striking results for prime rings. The results under reference states as follows: 
(i) In a prime ring of char 7^  2 if the iterate of two derivations is a derivation then 
at least one of them must be zero, (ii) If a prime ring R admits a derivation d such 
that xd{x) — d{x)x is central for every element x oi R then either R is commutative or 
d is zero. In the same year, Herstein [47], proved that on a 2-torsion free prime ring 
every Jordan derivation is a derivation. Since then this topic has become an interesting 
research area and a great deal of work has been done by some very eminent algebraist 
viz. Bell, Bergen, Bresar, Herstein, Lanski, Martindale and Vukman;— to mention a few 
etc. 
This exposition comprises of four chapters and each chapter is further sub-divided 
into various sections. Chapter 1 contains preliminary notions, basic definitions and some 
well known results required for the development of the subject in the subsequent chapters. 
The basic knowledge of ring theory has been pre assumed. 
In Chapter 2, the concepts of (a, T)-Lie ideals and semi-derivations are introduced 
which extends the notion of Lie ideals and the derivations respectively. Various 
generalizations of the previously known results in the setting of {a, r)-Lie ideals 
and semi-derivations are given. Section 2.2 opeiLS with a result due to Bergen [20] and 
fiirther a generalization of this result due to Soytiirk [74] is given. Section 2.3, is devoted 
to the study of semi-derivations in rings, a function more general than derivation. Some 
recent results by Ashraf and Nadeem [4] have been included, which extends the results 
of previous sections in the context of semi-derivations -on {a, r)-Lie ideals of the ring. 
In the last section 2.4, some very recent refmlts obtained by Firat [40], on centrahzing 
semi-derivations concerning commutativity of rings, have been presented. 
Chapter 3 deals with the conmautativity of prime and semi-prime rings in which the 
underlying derivation satisfies either of the polynomial constraints; d{[x,y]) ±[x,y] = 
0, d{[x,y]) = 0 and d{[x,y]) ± [d{x),d{y)] -- 0. The main result of section 3.2 states 
that if / is a non-zero left ideal of a 2-torsion free prime ring R which admits a non-
zero derivation d satisfying d{[x,y]) — [d{x),d{y)] — 0 for all x,y ^ I, then either R is 
commutative or d?{I) = 0 = d{I)d{I) = 0. Further, extension of this result for semi-
prime rings is given. Section 3.3 is devoted to the study of the property d{xy) — d{yx) for 
all x, y in a non-zero ideal of R. The last section of this chapter concerns with the study 
of commutativity of semi-prime ring R admitting generalized derivation F satisfying any 
one of the properties; F{xy) ~ xy e Z{R) or F[xy) - xy G Z{R). 
Chapter 4 is devoted to the study of higher derivations in rings, a concept introduced 
by Hasse and Schimdt [45] as follows; a family D = (dn)^^ of additive maps dn : R-^ R 
is said to be a higher derivation (resp. Jordan higher derivation) on R ii do = IR and 
dn{ab) = Yl dj{a)dj{h) (resp. dn{a^) = Yl di{a)dj{a)) for all a,b e R and for each 
n eN.lt is straight forward to see that every Higher derivation on i? is a Jordan higher 
derivation on R but the conv(^rse need not be true in general. 
Motivated by the classical result of Herstein [47] many authors have considered this 
])robIeni for mow geiKTal (l(Mivations. In section 4.2, a result obtained by Ferrero and 
Haetinger [38] has been given which shows that every Jordan higher derivation on a 
2-torsion free prime ring is higher derivation. Further extension of this result for semi-
prime rings is presented. Section 4.3, includes a result due to Haetinger [44] which shows 
that if [/ is a square closed Lie ideal (i.e., M^ € f/ for all M G (7) of a 2-torsion free prime 
ring R, then every Jordan higher derivation on [/ is a higher derivation on U. Finally, 
Section 4.4 starts with the notion of generalized higher derivation in ring, a concept in-
troduced by Cortes and Haetinger [32]. Some well known theorems previously obtained 
for derivations or higher derivations have been presented in the setting of generalized 
higher derivations. The main result of this section essentially stated as, if i? is a 2-torsion 
free ring having a commutator which is not a right zero divisor and U a square closed 
Lie ideal of R, then every GJHD of U into i? is a GHD of U into R. 
In the end an extensive bibhography related to the subject matter presented in the 
dissertation has been given. 
CHAPTER 1 
PRELIMINARIES 
§1.1. Introduction 
The objective of this chapter is to introduce basic definitions, prehininary 
notions and some fimdamental results which we shall require for the development 
of the subject in the subsequent chapters. Of covirse, the elementary knowledge 
of algebraic concepts such as groups, rings, fields and homomorphisms etc. have 
been preassmned. For most of the material included in this chapter, we refer to 
Herstein [49], Lambek [61], McCoy [70] and Jacobson [57] etc. 
§1.2. Some elementary concepts for rings 
In the present section we shall be giving a brief exposition of some important 
terminologies in ring theory. Throughout the dissertation, unless otherwise 
mentioned, R will denote an associative ring having at least two elements. For 
the sake of convenience, the product a./) of any two elements a and 6 of a ring R 
will be denoted by ah. 
Definition 1.2.1 (Ideal). An additive subgroup I of R\s said to be a left (resp. 
right) ideal of /?, if ra G /( resp. ar G / ) for all a G 7, r G i?. I is said to be an 
ideal of R if it is a left as well as a right ideal of R. 
Example 1.2.1. LetR=l(^ ^ j \a.b,c,d e z \ . 
Then A = s ( r, .- ] \ a,h e Z> is a right ideal of R but not a left ideal of R, 
and 2^ = s I . J. j I a, 6 G ^  > is a left ideal of R but not a right ideal of R. 
Definition 1.2.2 {Primeldeal). A proper ideal P of i? is called a prime ideal 
of R if for any two ideals A and B of R, AB C P implies .4 C F or B C P . 
Remark 1.2.1. Equivalently, an ideal P in a ring R is prime if and only if any 
one of the following holds: 
(i) lia,be R such that aRb C P , then a € P or 6 G P . 
{ii) If (a) and {b) are principle ideals in R such that (a)(6) C P , then a G P or 
be P. 
{Hi) If U and V are left (right) ideals in R such that UV C P , then U C P or 
V CP. 
Definition 1.2.3 {Prime Ring). A ring R is said to be prime if the zero ideal 
(0) is a prime ideal in R. 
Remark 1.2.2. Equivalently, a ring P is a prime ring if and only if any one of 
the following holds: 
{i) If A and B are ideals in R such that .4P=(0), then ^=(0) or P=(0). 
{ii) I ^ (0) be an ideal of R, such that for any a,b e R, alb = (0) imphes either 
a = 0 or /j = 0. 
Definition 1.2.4 {Semi-Prime Ideal). An ideal P in a ring R is said to be a 
semi-prime ideal in R if for every ideal / of P, P C P implies I Q P. 
Remeirk 1.2.3. (i) A prime ideal is necessarily semi-prime but the converse need 
not hold in general. 
(M)lntersection of prime (semi-prime) ideals is semi-prime. Thus, in the ring Z 
of integers, ideal (2) fl (3) = (6) is semi-prime which is not prime. 
Definition 1.2.5 {Semi-Prime Ring). A ring R which has no non-zero nilpotent 
ideal is said to be a sem,i-prim,e ring. 
Remark 1.2.4. A ring R is semi-prime if and only if for any a e R, aRa = {0} 
implies that o = 0. 
Remark 1.2.5. A semi-prime ring R has no non-zero nilpotent ideals. 
Definition 1.2.6 {Commutator Ideal). An ideal of a ring R generated by all the 
commutators [x,y] with x,y ^ R'ls called the commutator ideal of R. 
Definition 1.2.7 {Simple Ring). A rhig R is called simple if R^ / {0} and it 
has no ideals other than (0) and R. 
Definition 1.2.8 {Center of a ring). The center of a ring R is the set of all 
those elements of R which commute with each element of R and denoted as Z{R) 
i.e., 
Z{R) = {xeR\ xr = rx for all r e R}. 
Thus a ring R is comnmtative if and only ii Z{R) = R. 
Remark 1.2.6. The ct^nter of a i)rimc ring is fre(! from zero divisors. 
Remark 1.2.7. The center of a semi-prime ring contains no non-zero nilpotent 
element. 
Definition 1.2.9 (Centralizer). Let 5 be a nonempty subset of R, then the 
centalizer CR{S) of S in R, is defined by 
CR{S) = {xe R\ SX = XS, for all s G S}. 
If a G Cii{S), then we say that a centrahzes S. Evidently, CR{R) — Z{R). 
Definition 1.2.10 [Annihilator). If M is a subset of a ring R, then 
right annihilator of M, denoted by Ar{M) = {x G i? | mx = 0 for aU m G M}. 
left annihilator of M, denoted by ^;(M) = {x e R\ xm = 0 for all m G M}. 
Remark 1.2.8. If i? is a semi-prime ring and U is an ideal of R then, 
Ar{U)^Al{U). 
Remark 1.2.9. If /? is a semi-prime ring and J is an ideal of R then, 
JnAriJ) = {0). 
Definition 1.2.11 [Characteristic of a ring). The least positive integer n (if 
one exists) such that nx = 0, for every element x of /? is called the characteristic 
of R and is generally expressed as charR — n. If no such positive integer exist, 
then R is said to have the characteristic zero. 
Remark 1.2.10. The characteristic of an integral domain is either zero or a 
prime. 
Definition 1.2.12 {Torsion free). An element x G /? is to be n-torsion free if 
nx = 0 implies x = 0. If nx = 0 implies x = 0, for every x € i?, we say that the 
ring R is n-torsion free. 
Definition 1.2.13. Given any ring R we can introduce two new operations in R. 
as follows: 
(i) for all X, y € R, the Lie product [x, y] = xy — yx, 
(n) for all x,y ^ R, the Jordan product xoy = xy + yx. 
Remark 1.2.11. For any x,y, 2 G i?,the following identities are obvious, 
(i) [xy, z] = x[y, 2] + [x, z]y 
(ii) [x,yz] = [x,y]z + y{x,z] 
{Hi) [[x, y], z]] + [[y, z],x]] + [[z, x], y]] = 0 (Jacobi's Identity) 
{iv) xo{yz) = {xoy)z — y[x, 2] = y{xoz) + [x, yjz 
(u) (x(;y)2 = x(yo2) - [x, z] = (xoz)y + x[y, 2] 
Definition 1.2.14 (Lze {Jordan) Subring). A nonempty subset ^ of i? is said 
to be a Lie(resp. Jordan) subring of i? if ^ is an additive subgroup of R and for 
any a,b € A, imphes that [a,b]{ resp. {aob)) is also in A. 
Definition 1.2.15 {Lie {Jordan) Ideal). A nonempty subset [7 of i? is said to be 
a Lie (resp. Jordan) ideal of i? if f/ is an additive subgroup of R and whenever 
ueU and r e R, then [u,r] G [/(resp. (uor) G f/). 
Example 1.2.3. hetR=ll "' |j, j | a,6,c,d G ^ 2 1 Then it can be easily seen that 
^ " { ( c a ) ' " ' ^ ' ^ ^ ^H^ ^ ^^ '^  ^^ ^^ ^ of i? and J = I ( ° M | a,& G ^ 2 
is a Jordan ideal of R. 
Definition 1.2.16 (Derivation). A mapping d : R —> R is said to be a 
derivation on R if it satisfies the foUov/ing properties: 
(z) d{x + y) = d{x) + d{y), 
{ii) d{xy) — d{x)y + xd{y), for all x,y & R. 
Example 1.2.3. The most natural example of a non-trivial derivation is the 
usual differentiation on the ring F[x] of polynomials defined over a field F. 
For fixed a e R, define d : R —> R by d{x) = [x, a], for all x e R. The 
function d so define can be easily checked to be additive and 
d{xy) = [xy, a] 
= x[y, a] + [x, a]y 
= xd{y) + d{x)y 
Thus, d is a derivation which is called Inner derivation of R associated with a 
and is generally denoted by /„. 
Remark 1.2.12. It is obvious to see that every hmer derivation on a ring R 
is a derivation. However, we can find derivations on rings which are not inner 
derivations. 
Example 1.2.4. Let i? = i ( " M | a, 6, c, c/ G ^  I be the ring of all 2 X 2 
matrices over 'E, the ring of integers. Define a maj)ping d\ R-^ R ?& follows: 
J a b\ f 0 -b 
^ c d r [ c 0 
Then it can be easily verified that d is a derivation but not an inner derivation 
on R. 
Remark 1.2.13. If rf is a derivation on R and r G Z{R), then d{r) G Z{R). 
§1.3. Some well-known results 
In the present section we give some weU-known results which will be used 
frequently in the subsequent chapters. 
Lemma 1.3.1. Let i? be a prime ring of charR / 2 and suppose that a,b e R 
such that arb + bra = 0 for all r € i?. Then either a = 0 or 6 = 0. 
Proof. We have arb+bra = 0. Replace r by sat for s,t e R, to get asatb+bsata = 
0. But bsa = —asb and atb = —bta, thus we find that —2asbta = 2asbta = 0. 
This imphes that 2aRbRa = {0}. As charR / 2, it follows that aRbRa = {0}. 
Since R is prime, we find that a = 0 or b = 0. 
Lemma 1.3.2. Let R be a 2-torsion free ring. Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) i? is a prime ring. 
(ii) Let a,b e R and axb + bxa = 0 for all x e R. Then a = 0 or 6 = 0. 
[in) Let a,b € R and axa = bxb for all x ^ R, then a = b or a — —b. 
Proof, (z) => (22). This follows from Lenmia 1.3.L 
[ii] =^ (?). Let (i/i) hold. Suppose that axb = 0 for all x e R. Then, 
{bxa)y{bxa) + {hxa)y{bxa) 
= 2{bxa)y{bxa) 
= 2bx{ayb)xa 
= 0 
This implies that bxa = 0 (by {h)). Hence, axb + bxa = 0 for all x £ R. Thus, 
a = 0 or 6 = 0 (by(w)), so we have axb — 0, for all x e i?. Hence axb — 0 for all 
X G K implies that a = 0 or 6 = 0 which gives that R is prime. 
(tt) ^ (m). Suppose {%%) holds and let axa — 6x6 for all x € i?. Then v/e have 
(a - 6)x(a + 6) + (a + 6)x(a - 6) = 0 for all x G R, which yields that a - 6 = 0 or 
a + 6 = 0. This imphes o = 6 or a = —6 which is {iii). 
{ill) => ill) Let [ill] holds and suppose that ox6 + bxa = 0, for all x e R. 
Consequently, (a - 6)x(a - 6) = (o + b)x{a + 6), for all x € i2. This imphes that 
a — 6 = a + 6 and a — b= —{a + b). This imphes that 26 = 0 or 2a = 0. Since R 
is 2-torsion jfree, we have a = 0 or 6 = 0 which is (ii). 
Lemma 1.3.3. Let Rhe a. 2-torsion free semi-prime ring and a,b e R. Then 
the following are equivalent: 
(i) axb = 0 for all x £ R. 
(z?) 6xa = 0 for all x £ R. 
(ill) axb + bxa = 0 for all x E R. 
Proof, (i) =4> (h). Suppose (i) holds. Then, 
{bxa)y{bxa) = bx{ayb)xa 
= bx.O.xa (by (?)) 
= 0. 
As R is semi-prime, hence this imphes that bxa = 0 for all x G i?. 
(n) =^ [i). Let (tt) hold. Then, 
{ayb)x{ayb) = ay{bxa)yb 
= ay.O.yb (by (u)) 
= 0 
This implies that ayb = 0 for all y E R. 
(ii) =» (in). Suppose (M) holds, then (i) also holds i.e., bxa = 0. This implies 
that axb = 0 for all a; € R. Hence axb + bxa — 0, which is {in), 
{iii) =^ (ii). We have axb + bxa = 0 for all x € R. Using this identity three 
times, 
{ayb)z{ayb) = -(bya)z{ayb) (by (m)) 
= —{byaza)yb 
= {ayazb)yb 
= —ay{bza)yb 
= -{ayb)z{ayb) 
This implies, 2{ayb)z{ayb) = 0, i.e., {ayb)z(ayb) = 0 (as charR ^ 2) for all 2 G i?. 
Thus, {ayb)R{ayb) = {0} and hence ay6 = 0 for all y E R. 
Remark 1.3.1. If i? is a prime ring with no nonzero nilpotent elements then R 
has no zero divisor. 
Proof. Suppose that a,b e Rsuch that ab — 0. Since {ba)'^ — {ba){ba) = b{ab)a = 
0. Then by the given hypothesis ba = 0. However, if ab = 0, then {ab)x = 0. 
This imphes that a{bx) = 0 for all x e R i.e., {bx)a = 0 for all x e R and hence 
bRa = {0}. Since R is prime, either a = 0 or 6 = 0 i.e., R has no zero divisors. 
Lemma 1.3.4. Let Rhe a semi-prime ring and a £ R such that a{ax — xa) = 0 
for all xeR, then a e Z{R). 
Proof. If xj- € R, then a{a{xr) - {xr)a) ^ 0. However, a(xT) - {xr)a = 
9 
{ax - xa)r + x{ar - ra); thus we get ax{ar - ra) = 0 for all x,r e R, that 
is, aR(ar - ra) = {0}. But this gives (ar - ra)R{ar - ra) = {0}. Since, R is 
semi-prime we conclude that ar -ra^Q for all r G i? and hence, a e Z{R). 
Lemma 1.3.5. Let R be semi-prime ring, L be a non-zero one sided ideal of R. 
Then Z{L) C Z{R), in particular any commutative one sided ideal is contained 
in Z{R). 
Proof. Let L be a right ideal of i? if a e Z{L), x e R then ax e L thus, 
a(ax) = {ax)a or a{ax - xa) = 0. So, by the Lemma L3.4 we conclude that 
a G Z{R). Hence, Z{L) C Z{R). 
Lemma 1.3.6. If i? is a prime ring then centralizer of any non-zero one-sided 
ideal is equal to the center of R, in particular R with a non-zero central ideal is 
commutative. 
Proof. Let L be a non-zero right ideal and a G CR{L). If X E R, r ^ L then 
a{rx) = {rx)a. But ar = ra; we thus get thai r{ax — xa) = 0, which is to say 
L{ax — xa) = {0} for all x E R. Since, R is prime and L ^ (0), we conclude that 
ax = xa for all x G /? i.e., CB.{L) = Z{R). 
The following Lemma shows that in any ring i?, the annihilator of a large 
set of commutators is an ideal of that ring. 
Lemma 1.3.7, For u 6 R, define V = {a ^ R\ a(ux - xu) = 0, for all x e R}, 
then V is an ideal of R. 
Proof. Trivially, V is a left ideal of R. Wo claim that V is also a right ideal 
of R. L(>t for a G V, x, r G R] then as a G V, a{u{rx) - {rx)u) = 0. But by 
10 
the Jacobi's identity for commutators, u{rx) — (rx)u = {ur — ru)x + r{ux — xu). 
Hence, 0 = a{u{Tx) — {rx)u) = a(w—ru)x+ar{ux—xu), that is, ar(ux—xu) — 0. 
Hence, ar e V, and F is a right ideal of R. So, V is an ideal of R. 
Corollary. Let Rhea, prime ring, suppose that a ( / 0) G R satisfies a{ux—xu) = 
0 for all x^R. Then a e Z{R). 
Lemma 1.3.8. Let i? be a semi-prime ring, and suppose that a € R centralizes 
all commutators xy — yx, x,y £ R. Then a G Z(R). 
Proof. U x,y G R then as x{ya) — {ya)x is a commutator, hence a must com-
mute with x{ya) — {ya)x. But x{ya) — {ya)x = {xy — yx)a + y{xa — ax). By the 
hypothesis, a commutes with the left side and the first term of the right side of 
the last relation. The net result is that a must commute with y{xa — ax), for all 
x,y e R. This gives us that (ya — ay){xa — ax) = 0, for all x,y G R. Now let us 
define V = {a ^ R \ a{ux — xu) = 0, for all x ^ R], then as seen above V is 
an ideal of R and so ya — ay € V, for all y G R. On the other hand from the 
definition of V, all ay — ya E Ar{V), hence ay — ya = 0, for all y e R and so 
a e Z{R). 
At the small expense, forcing the ring R to be 2-torsion free, we can 
considerably obtain an improved version of the above Lemma, the below 
mentioned result is extremely useful. 
Lemma 1.3.9. Let R be a 2-torsion free semi-prime ring. If a G /? commutes 
with all its commutators ax - xa then a G Z{R). 
Proof. Let d be a derivation on R, i.e., d{xy) = d{x)y + xd{y) for all x,y G R. 
11 
Our hypothesis on a becomes (P{x) = 0 for all a; G /?. Hence, we have (P{xy) = 
(f{x)y + 2d{x)d{y) + x(f{y). But by the hypothesis (f{xy) = d'^{x) = (P{y) = 0. 
The upshot of this is that 2d{x)d{y) = 0, for all x,y E R. Because, R is 2-torsion 
free, we get that d(x)d{y) = 0 for all x,y E R. Let y = rx where r is arbitrary in 
R\ thus d{y) = rd{x) + d{r)x. Therefore, 0 = d{x)d{rx) = d{x){rd{x) + rf(r)x) = 
d{x)rd{x), since d{x)d{r) = 0. Hence, d{x)Rd{x) = {0}. As, R is semi-prime we 
conclude that d{x) = 0 for all a: G R. RecaUing that for all d{x) — xa — ax, we 
see that a € Z(R). 
Lemma 1.3.10. Let U a non-zero ideal of a prime ring R and d / 0 derivation 
on i?. li a e R such that ad{U) = 0, then a = 0. 
Proof. U a E R such that ad([/) = 0, then replacing U by UR we obtain 
ad(/7i2) = 0 = ad{U)R + aUd{R). This imphes aUd{R) = 0 or aURd{R) = 0. 
Since i? is prime and d is non-zero on R, therefore, af/ = 0 or ai?C/ = 0. As 
t/ 7^  0, hence the primeness of R yields that a = 0. 
Remark 1.3.2. If d is a nonzero derivation of a prime ring R, then the left and 
right annihilators of d{R) are zero. In particular, a[b, R] = {()} or [6, R]a = {0} 
implies that //, = 0 (6 G Z{R)) or a = 0. 
Lemma 1.3.11. Let a and ab be in the center of a prime ring R. If b is not zero, 
then a G Z{R). 
Proof. 0 - [ab,r] = a[b,r] + [a,r]6 - [a,r]b for all r G 7?. By Lemma 1.3.10, 
5 = 0 or a G Z{R). Hence a must be in Z{R). 
Lemma 1.3.12. Let / be a non-zero right ideal in a prime ring R. If R admits 
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a derivation d which is zero on / , then d is zero on R. 
Proof. If d{I) = {0}, then {0} = d(/7?) = d{I)R + Id{R) = Id{R). By Lemma 
1.3.10, d must be zero since / is non-zero. 
Lemma 1.3.13. Let / be a non-zero left ideal in a prime ring R. If R admits a 
non-zero derivation d on R, then d is non-zero on / . 
Proof. If d{x) = d{rx) = 0 for all x G / , r € R, it foUows that d{r)x — 0 for all 
xeI,reR; hence d{R)I = {0} and d{R) = {0}. 
Lemma 1.3.14. Let i? be a prime ring. If R contains a non-zero commutative 
ideal, then R is commutative. 
*) 
Proof. Let J be commutative ideal of R. If x G J, then Ix{J) = [x, J] = {0}. 
Since J is commutative, by Lemma 1.3.6, I^ = 0 on R and hence x G Z{R). 
Thus [x, i?] = {0} for every x G J. Hence /„(J) = {0} for all o G -R and again 
by Lemma 1.3.6, /„ = 0 on /? and hence a G Z{R) for all a e R. Therefore R is 
commutative. 
Lemma 1.3.15. Let i? be a prime ring of char / 2 and U a Lie ideal of R. 
li U % Z{R) is a Lie ideal of R, then there exists an ideal, M oi R such that 
[M, /?] C U, but [M, /?] 2 Z. 
Proof. Since c/iari? 7^  2 and [/ ^ Z(i?), it follows that [U,U] ^ {0} and that 
[M, /2] C t/ where M = i?[t/, f/]i? ^ (0) is the ideal of i? generated by [U, U]. That 
is \M,R\ g Z{R) follows easily. For if, {M,R] C Z{R) then [M,[M,/?]] = {0}, 
which woiild force M CJJ and, since M ^ (0) is an ideal of R, so R = Z{R). 
Lemma 1.3.16. Let R. be a prime ring of char 7^  2 and t/ a Lie ideal of R. If 
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U t Z{R) is a Lie ideal of R, then CR{U) = Z{R). 
Proof. We know that CR{U) is both a sub-ring and Lie ideal of R. Hence CR{U) 
cannot contain any non-zero ideal of R otherwise, U centrahzes a non-zero ideal of 
R so it is in Z{R) , hence we conclude that CR{Uyc Z{R) hence CR{U) = Z{R). 
Lemma 1.3.17. Let i? be a prime ring of char ^ 2 and U a Lie ideal of R. If 
C/ is a Lie ideal of R and a ^ R centralizes [t/, U] then a centralizes U. That is, 
CR{{U,U]) = CR{U). 
Proof. If [[/, U] % Z, then by the above Lemma 1.3.16, a G Z(i?), so certainly 
a centrahzes V. On The other hand, if [[/,l]\ C Z{R) and if u e U,r € R 
then w = [u,[u,x]] G Z{R) and wu — [u,[u,ux]] G Z{R). If w ^ 0 we get 
u G Z{R), which leads to w = 0. Thus [u, [u, x\] = 0 for aU x G R, this implies 
that u G Z(R); hence U C Z{R). In both the cases we see that a G CR{U). This 
gives that Cfl([f/,f/]) = C/i(f/). 
Lemma 1.3.18. Let i? be a prime ring of char ^ 2 and U a Lie ideal of R and 
U 2 Z(i?) is a Lie ideal of R and if aUh = {0} then a = 0 or 6 = 0. 
Proof. By Lemma 1.3.15, there exists an ideal M of R such that [M, R] ^ Z(/?) 
but [M,R] CU. Uu eU,m e M and y G i? then [mau,y] G [M,i2] C U, thus 
0 = a[mau,y]b = a[ma,y]v.b + aTna[w,y]6 = a{may - yma)ub = amayub, since 
a[u, y]b G aUb = {0}. Thus aMaRUb = {0}. If a 7^  0, since i? is prime we obtain 
Ub = {0} ii, X e R,u e U then (wx - xu) G L/, whence {ux - xu)6 = 0, and so 
uxb = 0. In other words , uRb = {0}, since U ^ {0}, we get b = 0. 
Theorem 1.3.1. Let 7? be a ring and n be a positive integer. U d : R-^ R'\s a 
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derivation on R then, 
n 
cr{xy) = J2 "Q(r{x)(r-'{y), f o r a l l x , y e i ? . 
1=0 
Proof. We shall prove this theorem by induction on n. 
U n — 1, then d{xy) = xd{y) + d{x)y. Hence this is true for n = 1 as d is a 
derivation. 
Let it be true for n = m, that is; 
m 
="^ Coxdr{y)+'^Cid{x)d^-''{y)+'^C2d?{x)d^-^{y) + ---+"'Cmdr{x)y. 
Now we have to prove it for n = m + 1. 
dJ^+\xy) = d {dr{xy)) 
= d {xdr{y) +"^ Cid{x)dr'{y) + ••• + d^{x)y) 
= xdr+\y) + d{x)d^{y) +"* Cx(P{x)dr'^{y) ^"^ Cvd{x)d^{y) 
+"* C2d^{x)d^'\y) +"* C2dP{x)d^-\y) + • • • + d"\x)d{y) + d'^+\x)y 
="^+1 CQxd^+\y) +'"+^ Cxd{x)d^{y) y^^^ C2(f{x)d^'\y) + • • • 
• ••+'"+ia„+icr+^(x)i/ 
m+1 
1=0 
Hence the result is true for n = m + 1. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
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CHAPTER 2 
DERIVATIONS ON LIE IDEALS OF PRIME 
RINGS 
§2.1. Introduction 
For a non-zero derivation dona 2-torsion free prime ring R and a Lie ideal U 
of R Bergen et al. [20] proved the following: (z) If d{U) C Z{R), then U C Z{R). 
(ii) \iU ^ Z{R) and ad{u) = 0 (or d{u)a = 0) ,aeR, then a = OorU C Z{R). 
{Hi) If rf"([/) = 0, then U C Z{R). In this chapter we shall discuss the various 
generahzations of these results for {a, r)-Lie ideals of R. 
Section 2.2 opens with the notion of (a, r )-Lie ideals of the ring R and further 
generahzations of the above results for {a, T)-Lie ideals have been given. The main 
result of this section due to Soytiirk states that if t/ is a (a, r)-Lie ideal of a 2, 
3 torsion free prime ring R admitting d ^ 0 derivation and a, r automorphisms 
of R satisfying od = da, rd = dr such that d[U) Q U and (P{U) C Z{R), then 
U C Z{R). 
In section 2.3, we briefly discuss the class of functions more general than 
the derivations which were first introduced by Bergen [21] as semi-derivations. 
Various generalizations of the results, earUer obtained for derivations have been 
given for semi-derivations in rings. 
Finally, in section 2.4, some very recent results obtained by Firat [40] for 
semi-derivations have been presented. 
§2.2. (cr, T)-Lie ideals in pr ime rings 
U be an additive subgroup of R and a, T:R -^ Rhe the two mappings. Set [x, y]a,T 
= xa{y) — T{y)x. Then following Kaya [59]; 
f/ is a {a, T)-right (resp. left)-Lie ideal of R if [U, R]a,T (resp. [/?, t/]cT,r) C [/. 
If [/ is both (a, r)-right Lie ideal and [a, r)-left Lie ideal of R then it is {a^ r)-
Lie ideal of R. 
It can be easily be seen that, 
and [x,yz]„^r = T'{y)[x,z]a,T + [x,y]a,T(r{z). 
We shall use the given identities frequently. 
Every Lie ideal is a (l,l)-right(left) Lie ideal of R. But the following example 
shows that there exist (a, T)-Lie ideals which are not Lie ideals of R . 
Example 2.2.1. Let R be the ring of 2 x 2 matrices over the field of integers Z 
i.e., 
f a b\ f a 0\ J f a b\ f 0 b\ 
where,a(^Q 0 j = V 0 0 j ^ ^ ^ « ^JK^ \ ) ' 
Then a and r are the automorphisms of i?, such that f/ is a (cr, T)-Lie ideal of R, 
but not a Lie ideal of R. 
Bergen et al.[22] extended many results concerning the derivations on Lie 
ideals that had been shown eaiUer only for the action of derivation on the ring 
itself. Here we shall mention some relevant results and give their further gener-
alizations. 
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Lemma 2.2.1. Let Rhe a prime ring of charR 7^  2. If d ^0 is a derivation of 
R, U a. Lie ideal of R such that 
(i) d{U) = {0}, then U C Z{R). 
{ii) d{U) C Z{R), then U C ^(i?). 
{in) for f/ 2 Z(it:) a{d{U)) = 0 (or d(C/)a = 0), then a = 0. 
Proof, (i). Let u E U x G R; since (i(M) = 0 and rf(tia; — xu) = 0 we get 
ud{x) — d{x)u = d{ux — xu) = 0. Therefore, u centraUzes d{R). So, u G Z{R); 
hence U C ^(i?). 
(M). liU ^ Z{R), then by Lemma L3.17, V = [C/, t/] ^ Z(i?). But if «, w G t/ 
then ^(MW — wu) = {d(u)w — wd{u)) + {ud{w) — d{w)u) = 0 since, d{u), d{w) € 
Z{R). Thus, d(F) = {0}; by (i) we get a contradiction V C Z(i2). 
(m). Let u £ U X £ R. Then {ux—xu)u = u{xu)—{xu)u G t/, so a(i((Mx—XM)M) = 
0; that is a{d{ux—xu))u-{-a{ux—xu)d{u) — 0. Since, ux~xu G t/, ad{ux—xu) = 0 
so, the above relation gives us a{ux — xu)d{u) = 0 (oi aU u £ U x £ R. Let 
X = d(i;)y where v £U, y £ R; we get, since ax — 0, that aud{U)Rd{u) = {0}. 
Since, d(?7) 7^  {0} we easily get from this last relation that aUd{U) — {0}. By 
Lemma 1.3.18, since d{U) ^ {0}, we conclude that a = 0. 
Theorem 2.2.1 ([20, Theorem 1]). Let Rhe a prime ring of charR ^ 2 . If d is a 
non-zero derivation and U a Lie ideal of R. such that d^{U) = 0 then U C Z{R). 
Proof. Suppose that U ^ Z{R), then by Lemma 1.3.17, V = [U,U] % Z{R). 
So, in order to prove the theorem it is enough to show that V C Z{R). By 
Lemma 1.3.15, [M, R] C U where M is an ideal of R such that [A/, R] % Z{R). 
Let m G [M, /?] C [/ n M and u G V, then w = d{u) £ d\U, U\ C [/, hence 
d(?j;) = 0 since d^{u) --=- 0. \{ y £ R then as miy G M, [mty,yl G \M,R\ C t/. 
Therefore, 0 = cP([mt(j,'y]) = cP([m,y]w + m[u;,?/]) = 2d(m)d([i(;, y]), since 0 = 
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d{w) = (f[m,y] = (f{m) = cP[w,y]. Thus, d{[M,R])d{[d{v),R]) = 0. But [M,R] 
is a non-zero central Lie ideal of R so, by Lemma 2.2.1(MZ), d([d(V),R]) = 0. 
Hence, if ti G V, x G -R then 0 = d{d{u)x — xd{u)) — d{u)d{x) — d{x)d{u), since 
(f{u) — 0. Therefore, d(V) centralizes d(R) this imphes d{V) C Z{R) hence by 
Lemma 2.2. 1(M) V C Z{R). 
Recently, Aydin and Soytiirk [12] generalized the above result for (r, (j)-Lie 
ideals of i? as follows. 
Theorem 2.2.2 ([12, Theorem 2]). Let Rhe a. prime ring of charR ^2, a,T be 
automorphisms of R and U he a, {a, T)-Lie ideal of R. If d ^0 is a derivation of 
R such that rd = dr and ad = ad then, 
(i) for aeR, d{U)a - 0 (or ad{U) = 0) then a = 0 or [/ C Z(i2). 
(M) If d2(C/) = 0 then U C Z{R). 
In this section we give the results obtained by Soytiirk [74] which extends the 
Lemma 2.2.1 and Theorem 2.2.1 for a, r-Lie ideals of the ring. 
Theorem 2.2.3 ([74, Lemma 2]). Let i? be a prime ring of charR 7^  2 and a, r 
be automorphisms on R, U he a {a, r)-Lie ideal of R, d^Ohe a derivation of R, 
such that Td = rfr and ad = da. If diU) C Z{R) then U C Z{R). 
In order to develop the proof of the above theorem we, begin with the fol-
lowing Lemmas; 
Lemma 2.2.2. Let i? be a prime ring U be a non zero (a,T)-left Lie ideal of R. 
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If [R, U]^,r Q Z{R) then U C Z{R). 
Proof. For all x G -/?,« e 17, [x,u]tr,T G [ii!, f/J .^r- Replacing x by 2;cr(u) we have 
\x,u]a,T(^{u) e [i?, t/]^ ,T- and so [x, •U]CT,T^ (^ *) ^ •2'(-R), for all x G -R, w G t/. Since, 
[x,u]a^r e 2'(i?) we get [x,u]a,T — 0 for all x G i?t3r a(u) G 2'(J?). If [x, «]„,,- — 0 
for all X G i? then replacing x by xy, y E R we get R [R,a(u)]—{0} and so by 
the primeness of i2, u G Z{R). If a-(w) G Z(/?), then u G Z(i?). Thus, t/ C Z(R) 
is obtained. 
Proo/ of Theorem 2.2.3. By the hypothesis, d{U) C Z(i2). Thus we have 
[d(x), w]„,^  + [x, d{u)\a^^ = d([x, u]^.r) G Z{R) for all X G i?, u G t/ (2.2.1) 
In (2.2.1), replace x by xd{v),v G f/. By using d{U) C Z(i2) and (2.2.1) we 
have [X,M]O. ^ rd?{v) G Z{R) for all x G /?, «,u G C/. As, (P{v) G ^(i^), we get 
[x,^]^,^ G -^(i^) or (]p{v) = 0 for all x G i2, u,v e U i.e., [i?,/7]<,,^  C Z(/?) or 
d^(U) = {0}. If (f{U) = {0} then by Theorem 2.2.2, we get U C Z{R). If 
[i?, t/]^,^ C Z{R), then by Lemma 2.2.2, we have f/ C Z{R). 
Theorem 2.2.4 ([74, Theorem 1]). Let i? be a prime ring of charR 7^  2,3 and 
<j, T be automorphism of R. U he a (a, r ) Lie ideal of i?, d 7^  0 be a derivation 
of R, such that rd = dr and ad = da. If diU) C U and (?([/) C Z{R) then 
t/ C Z(i?). 
The proof of the above theorem hinges on the following Lemma; 
Lemma 2.2.3. Let 7? be a prime ring of charR ^ 2,3 and a, r be autoraophism 
on R and U a {a, r)-Lie ideal of R. (/ 7^ 0 be a derivation of R, such that rd = dr, 
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ad = da and d{U) C U, S{U) C Z{R). If d'^iU) = {0} then U C Z(i2). 
Proof. Assume that U % Z{R). Since fx,u]< .^r £ f^ , replacing x by r{u)x we 
have T('u)[x,tt]CT r^ G t/. For all x e R, u ^ U 
d\r{u)[x,ul,r) = 3{T{d'{u))dilx,u],,r) + T{diu))d\\x,u]^,r) = 0. 
Hence, 
r{d\u))d{[x, ul,r) + r{d{u))d'{[x, iz],,,) = 0. (2.2.2) 
In (2.2.3), replace u by d{u) then for all x e i?, u G f/ we have the relation 
T(cP(n))d2([x,d(u)]^,^) = 0. Since d?{u) G Z{R), therefore; 
d^u) = 0 or (/^([x, d{u)]a^r) = 0, for all x e R. (2.2.3) 
If cP([x, d(M)](^ T^-) = 0 for all X e R, replace x by xa{d{u)) in the last equation 
and using charR ^ 2, we obtain d([x, (i(w)]CT,r) = 0 for all x € i? or cP(w) = 0. If 
d{[x, d{u)]a^T-) = 0 for all x G i? then from the relation d{{xa{d{u)),d{u)]cr^r) = 0 
we have [x,d{u)]a^r = 0 for all x G /? or (f{u) = 0. Let [x,d{u)]a,r = 0 for all 
X e i?, if we replace x by xy, y G R then we see that d{u) G Z(i?). Consequently, 
by (2.2.3) we obtain that (f{u) = d or d{u) G Z{R). Let K = {u e U \ (f{u) = 0} 
and L = {M G [/ I d(M) G .^(i?)}- Then K and L are additive subgroups of U such 
that U = KUL. Since, d / 0 and [/ g Z(i?), by the Theorem 2.2.2, U ^ K. 
Thus by the Brauer's trick we have U = L. But if L^  = L then d{U) C Z{R) and 
so 1/ C Z(i?) by the Theorem 2.2.3, this is a contradiction. Therefore, we have 
U g Z{R). 
Proof of Theorem 2.2-4. Let d{V) C U and d^{V) C Z(i?). Then, for all 
X G /? , ?7, G U; 
d\[.rMo,r) - M'(.x-),•«]..- + 2\d{x),d{u)l_r - l.r.d'(?i)].,x e Z{R). (2.2.4) 
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In (2.3.4) replacing x by x(P{v),v G {/and using (f{U) C Z{R) we get 
2d^{v)d{[x, u]„,r) + [x, u]^,rd%v) e Z{R), for all x ^ R, u,v e U. (2.2.5) 
In the last equation, if we take xd^{w), w eU instead of a; and using charR / 2, 
we have d^{v)<fi{w)[x,u]ff^r € Z{R), for all x € i?, u,v,w e U. Since (f{U) C 
Z(/2), we have d^{U) = 0 or [i2, t/]^,^ C Z{R). If (/^(f/) = {0}, then U C Z(/2) 
by Lemma 2.2.3. If [R, U]„,r Q Z{R), then U C Z{R), by Lemma 2.2.2. Conse-
quently, we obtain that U C Z(R). 
§2.3 Semi-derivations and ((7,r)-Lie ideals 
In the year 1983, Bergen [21] introduced the class of functions known to be 
Semi-derivations which are more general than the derivations, as follows: 
Definition 2.2.1 An additive map f : R-^ R, where Ris a, ring associated with 
a function g : R-^ Ris called a Semi-derivation if, 
(i) f{xy) = f{x)g{y) + xf{y) = f{x)y + g{x)}{y); 
[a] f{g{x)) = c?(/(x)), for aU x,t/ G R. 
Semi-derivations which are not derivations are the functions of the form f = g—I, 
where ^ is a homomorphism of R and / is the identity map of R. In case g is the 
identity map on R, f is of course a derivation on R. 
Remark 2.2.1. Let i? be a prime ring, if the semi-derivation / does not vanish 
identically on R, then g must necessarily be a ring endomorphism, further if / 
is a semi-derivation of R with associated function g then either / is a derivation 
(i.e., g is an identity map) or f{x) = \{I — g){x) for a\\ x E R where A is an 
element in the extended centroid of R and g is an endomorphism. 
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Recently Ashraf and Nadeem [4], established some results for semi-derivations 
in prime rings. Infact, they generalized the results obtained by Awtar [9], Aydin 
and Soytiirk [12] and Soytiirk [74]. 
Throughout the remaining part of this section we shall take /? to be a prime ring 
of together with automorphisms a,T : R -^ R and / a non-zero semi-derivation 
of R associated with an endomorphism g : R —^ R such that fa = < J / , / r = 
rf, ga = ag, gr = rg and C(R)a,T = {xeR\ xa{y) = r(?/)x, for all y E R} . 
For easy references, we state the following known Lemmas proofs of which 
can be essentially obtained in [11]. 
Lemma 2.3.1. Let i? be a 2-torsion free ring and U a non-zero (a, T)-right Lie 
ideal of R. If aG R such that [U, a|^ ,^  G C{R)a,r, then a G Z{R) or U C C{R)^,r-
Lemma 2.3.2. Let R be 2-torsion free ring and U a non-zero {a, r)-right Lie 
ideal of R such that U % Z{R) and U % C[R\- for every a,b e R. If aUb = 0, 
then a = 0 or 6 = 0 . 
The following Lemma can be regarded as a generalization of the main theo-
rem due to Herstein [47] for semi-derivations in the case when charR ^ 2. 
Lemma 2.3.3. Let i? be a 2-torsion free, and g an associated endomorphism of 
/ be onto. If a e R such that [a, f{x)] = 0, for all re e i?, then a € Z{R). 
Proof. By, our hypothesis, v/e have 
[a,/(x)] = 0, for all x e 7?. (2.3.1) 
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Replace x by xy in (2.3.1) and use (2.3.1), to get 
f{x)[a, y] + [a, g{x)]f{y) = 0, for all x, y € R. (2.3.2) 
Now replacing y by y + f{y) in (2.3.2) and using (2.3.2), we get 
[a, 9{x)]f{y) = 0, for aU x, y G R. (2.3.3) 
Replace x by ^x in (2.3.3) and using (2.3.3), we get 
h 9{z)]9{x)f{y) = 0, for all x,y,ze R. 
Hence [a, g{z)]Rp{y) = {0} and the primeness of R implies that either [a, g{z)] — 
0 or P{y) = 0. Now suppose that, 
f{y) = 0, for all xG/? . (2.3.4) 
Replacing y by xy in (2.3.4), we get 
f\x)g\y) + f{x)d{9{y)) + /(x)g(/(y)) + xf{y) = 0. 
Applying (2.3.4) and f{g{y)) = g(/(y)), we have 2f{x)f{9(y)) = 0, for all x,y e 
R. This yields that; 
mfig{y))==0, f o r a l l x , y e i ? . (2.3.5) 
Replace x by yx in (2.3.5) and use (2.3.5), to get f{y)xf{g{y)) = 0, for all 
x,y e R. Hence, either f{y) = 0 or f{g{y)) — 0. But since g is onto in both the 
cases we find that fix) = 0 for all x G i?, a contradiction. Therefore, [a, 9{z)\ = 0, 
for all ^ e i? and since g is onto this implies the required result. 
Theorem 2.3.1([4, Theorem 2.1]). Let R be 2-torsion free ring, U a non-zero 
[a, T)-right Lie ideal of R. If the associated endomorphism g of f Is onto and 
f{U) C C{R)a,r, then R is commutative or C/ C C{R)„^r-
Proof. As (/ is a non-zero (a, T)-right Lie ideal of R, [u, xj^.r £ U, for all 
./• e R; u G r . By our hypothesis, we have f{U) C C[R)„y, hence /([x,?/]^^^) e 
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C{R)a,T i.e., [f{[u, x](o.,T-)), ?/]<x,r = 0, for all X, y G /?, ue U. This can be rewritten 
as 
[\f{u),9{x)]a,r,yUT + [[M,/(x)]a,r,y]<r,T = 0. 
Since, g is onto we find that [f{u), g{x)]„^r = 0; therefore [[u, f{x)](r,T, y]a,T = 0, for 
all x,yeR,ueU. Thisimpfies [u, fix)]^,r € C{R)a,T i-e., [U,/(/2)]<x,r ^ C(ii;)^,r. 
Hence, apphcation of Lemma 2.3.1 gives that f{R) C Z{R) or C/ C C{R)a^T- If 
/(i?) C Z(jR), then by the Lemma 2.3.3 R is commutative. 
Lemma 2.3.4. Let t/ be a non-zero (a, r)-right Lie ideal of R such that U C 
C(i?)^,r, then U C Z(i?). 
Proof. Let x 6 i? and u^U. Then 
That is, 
T{U)[X, U]C,T e C(i2)a,r, for all x G i?, w e [/. 
As we know that if ah, h G C{R)„-, for a,b e R then a G ^(i?) or 6 = 0 hence 
combining this with the above equation we obtain 
T{U) G Z{R) or \x,u]a,r = 0, for all x G ii!. 
If [x,u]a,r = 0 for all X G -R, then for x,y E Rwe have 
0 = [xy,M]<,,^  = x[y,u]<,,r + [x,T{u)]y. 
Therefore, [X,T{U)]R = {0}, for all x G i?. Since 7? is a prime ring, we obtain 
[R,T{U)] -= {0}. That is r{u) G Z{R). In both the cases we have T(U) G Z{R), 
for all ueU. Thus we get U CZ{R). 
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Combining Lemma 2.3.4 with the above theorem we get the following: 
Corollary 2.3.1.. Let R be 2-torsion free ring, U a non-zero (a, r ) Lie ideal of R. 
If associated endomorphism 5 of / is onto and f{U) C C{R)a,T, then U C Z{R). 
Lemma 2.3.5. Let R be 2-torsion free ring, U a non-zero (a, r)-Lie ideal of R 
and associated endomorphism g of f he onto. If a e R such that f{U)a = {0} 
(or a/(C/) = {0}), then a = 0 or C/ C Z{i?). 
Proof. Since t/ is a non-zero (a, r)-Lie ideal of R, [x, uj^ .^r € ?7, for every x € 
R, u e U. Now replace x by r(w)2; to get T{u)[x,u](,^r ^ C^ - Hence by our 
hypothesis, we find that /(r(M)[x, w](^ _T-)a = 0, for all a; G i?, u G U. This yields 
that 
/(T{U))\X, u]„^ra = 0 for aW x e R, ue U. (2.3.6) 
Replacing x by ^/(u) where u e CMn (2.3.6) and using the hypothesis we have 
f{T{u))x[f{v),u]a^rO' = 0, for all x e R, u,v e U. Thus the primeness of R 
forces that either / (T (M)) = 0 or [f{v),u]a,T(i = 0. This implies that for each 
ueU either f{u) = 0 or [f{v), M]cr,T« = 0. Let us define H = {u^U \ f{u) = 0} 
and K = {ueU \ [f{v),v]c^r(^ - 0, for all v &U}. Clearly H and K are the 
additive subgroups of U and U = H U K. Hence, by Brauer's trick K = U ox 
H = U. Since f{U) ^ {0}, H ^U therefore K = U i.e., [/(v),^],,,^^ = 0 for 
all u, V G U. Now in view of our hypothesis, we get f{v)a{u)a = 0 and hence 
a~^{f{v))Ua~^{a) = {0}. Now the application of Lenuna 2.3.4 and Lemma 2.3.2 
yields that a-\f{v)) = 0 or a'^a) = 0. This implies that f{U) = {0} or a = 0. 
But as, f{U) ^ {0}, we get the required result. Using similar arguments with 
necessary variations , we get the required result in the case if af{U) = {0}. 
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Lemma 2.3.6. Let R be 2-torsion free ring, U a non-zero {a, r)- Lie ideal of R. 
If the associated endomorphism ^ of / is one-one, onto and f^{U) = {0}, then 
f{U) C Z{R). 
Proof. Using similar arguments as in the beginning of proof of the Lemma 2.3.5, 
we find that T{u)[x,u]a^r Q U, for all x e R,u e U. By our hypothesis we have, 
/^(r(M)[x,u]a,r) = 0, for all X e R,u e U. This implies 
nT{u))g\[xMa,r) + f{r{u))f{g{[xM.,r)) 
+f{T{u))g{f{{xM.,r)) + r{u)f{[xM<r,r) = 0 . 
Since, p{U) = {0} and f{g{u)) = g(/(«)) thus, 2/(T(«))/(g([x,«].,,)) = 0-
This yields that, 
/(T(u))/(g([x, u]„,r)) = 0, for all x e /?, u G f/. (2.3.7) 
It is easy to show that f{U) + f/ is a (a, r)- Lie ideal of R. Thus, for any x ^ R 
u,v ^U, we have 
[f{u) + V,x]a,r = [f{u),x]„^r + [", x]^ ,^ 
= /([tX, g{x)U) + [V, Xl,r - [U, f{x)l,r ^ f{U) + U. 
This implies /([ /) + C/ is a (a, r)- right Lie ideal of R. Similarly, we can show 
J{U) + t/ to be a [o, r)-left Lie ideal of R and hence (cr, T)-Lie ideal of R. If 
/2(C/) = {0}, then / ( / ( [ / ) + [/) C / ( t / ) C /([/) + t/ and f (/(t/) + [/) = {0}. 
Therefore, without the loss of generahty we may assume that if 1/ is a (a, r)- Lie 
ideal of R such that p{U) = {0}, then /([/) C [/. Now, replace u by w ^ /(i;) 
in (2.3.7) , to get f{T{u))f{g{[xJ{v)\a,r)) = 0 for all x G /?, u.veU and hence 
/(n)T-i(/(5([x,/(^)]. , ,)))=:0. 
Now, application of Lemma 2.3.5 gives U C Z{R) or T~^f{g{[x, f{v)]„^r))) = 
0- If T-i(/(^([.7;,/(.;)],,,))) - 0, then g{f{\x,f{v)Ur)) = 0, for all x G /?, r € 
U. Since g is one-one, the last equation gives that f{[x.,f{v)]a^r) = 0, for all 
X e R,v ^U. Thus if t/ C Z{R), then /([/) C Z{R). On the other hand if 
/([x, /(W)]CT,T) = 0. Then in view of our hypothesis the above relation reduces to 
[/(x), f{v%,r = 0, for all X e ft, V e U. (2.3.8) 
Replacing x by x/(w) in (2.3.8), we get /(x)[/(n), / (^) ] , , , + [/(x), T ( / ( T ; ) ) ] / ( « ) = 
0. In view of the equation (2.3.8), we conclude that [/(x),r(/(t;))]/(w) = 0 , for 
all X e R, u,v e U. Again application of Lemma 2.3.5 yields that U C Z{R) or 
[f{x),T{f{v))] = 0. If [f{x),T{f{v))] = 0, then from the Lemma 2.3.3, we get 
T{f{v)) € Z{R), for nWveU i.e., f{U) C Z(i?). On the other hand if [/ C Z{R), 
then again /(f/) C Z{R). 
Theorem 2.3.2 ([4, Theorem 2.2]). Let R be a 2-torsion free, and U he a. non-
zero (a, r)- Lie ideal of R. If associated endomorphism g of f is one-one, onto 
and f{U) = {0}, then U C Z{R). 
Proof. Since t/ is a (a, r)- Lie ideal of i?, [x, uj^^r ^ ^, for all x G ft, u e U. 
Replace x by xa{u), to get [x, •u](,T-a(M) G t/, for all x G ft, M G U. Hence, by our 
hypothesis we find that p{[x,u]t^^rcr{u)) == 0. This yields that; 
f{[x,ul,r)gH(^{u)) + fi[x,uUr)f{9Hu)) 
+fihuUr)g{f{a{u))) + [xM<r,rf{cT{u)) = 0. 
Since, P{U) = 0 and f{g{u)) = g{f{u)), the above relation reduces to 
f{[x,ul,r)g{f{(^{u)) = 0, for all X G ft,w G U. (2.3.9) 
Now, replacing u by it + u in (2.3.9) and using (2.3.9), we get 
f{[x,vl,r)g{f{(r{u))) + f{[xMa,r)g{n<^i^))) = 0, fo^ a" ^^  ^ ft, (^  G U. 
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Multiplying from right by g{f{a{u))) in the last equation, we get 
/([x, u],,,)p(/(a(u))') + f([x, uUr)g{fia{v)f{a{u)) = 0, for all x e R, u, v G U. 
Now the application of Lenuna 2.3.6 and (2.3.9) yields that; 
filxMoMfHu)?) = 0, for all x£R,u,veU. (2.3.10) 
Replace x by T{V)X in (2.3.10) and using (2.3.10), we get 
f{T{v))[x,vl,r9ifHuf) = 0, for all xeR,u,veU. (2.3.11) 
Linearize (2.3.11) on v and use (2.3.11), to get; 
f{r{v))[x,wUrgifH^)f) + firH)[x,vUr9{fi<^i^)f) = 0 
foral\xeR,u,v,weU. (2.3.12) 
Multiplying (2.3.12) from left by /(r(u)) and applying Lemma 2.3.6 and 
(2.3.11), we get 
f{T{v)f[x,w]„^r9{f{(T{u)f) = 0, for ail xeR, u,v,weU. (2.3.13) 
Replace x by yf{[x,s]ff^r) in (2.3.13), to get 
f{r{v)f{y[f{{x,sl,rla{w)] + [y,wl,rf{[x,sUr)}g{f{a{u)f) = 0. 
Now in view of (2.3.10), we find that 
nr{v)fR\f{[x,sl^r),(T{w)Mf{a{uf) - {0}, for all x e R, u,v,iv,s G U 
and hence primeness of R implies that either 
f{T{v)f = 0 or \f{\x,sl^r),a{w)]g{f{a{i,)f)=d. 
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If fiT{v)f = 0 for all V eU, then T{f{vf) = 0 and hence f{Uf = {0}. Thus 
for all u,v e U, f{u + vf = f{uf + 2f(u)f{v) + f{vf = 0. Hence this yields 
that f{u)j{v) = 0 for all u,v^U, by Lemma 2.3.5 we get f{U) = {0} and by 
Corollary 2.3.1, we have U C Z{R). 
On the other hand if [f{[x,s]a,T)-,<^{w)\g{f{'^{uf) = 0, then the application 
(2.3.10) gives f{[x,s])a{w)g{f{a{u)f) --= 0 for all x G i?, M, u, s € [/ and hence 
a-\f{[x-, s]))Ugif(uf) = 0. Thus by Lemma 2.3.2, we find that a-\f{[x, s]^,^) = 
0 or gifiuf) = 0. If gifiuf) = 0, then f{uf = 0 for allueU i.e., f{Uf = 0. 
Using the similar arguments as above we get the required result. On the other 
hand if a~^(/([x, s]„^r)) = 0, then 
fi[x, s]„^r) = 0, for a.nxeR,se U. (2.3.14) 
Replace x by xa{s) in (2.3.14) and use (2.3.14), to get 
[^, s]^,x/(a(s)) = 0, for all x G /?, s G U. (2.3.15) 
Replacing x by xy in (2.3.15) and using (2.3.15), we get [x,r(s)]|//(a(s)) = 0 
for all x,y G R,s G U. Hence for each s € U primeness of R forces that ei-
ther f(o{s)) = 0 or [X,T{S)] = 0, for all x e R. Thus we find that for each 
s e U either /(s) = 0 or s G Z{R). Define H = {seU\ / (s) = 0} and 
K = {s eU \ s e Z{R)}. Then it can be shown that H and K are additive 
subgroups of U, moreover U = H U K. But as a group cannot be a set theoretic 
union of two of its proper subgroups hence, H — U OT K = U. By assumption 
U % Z{R) and therefore U = H. This gives that f{U) = {0} and by corollary 
2.3.1, U C Z{R), a contradiction. This completes the proof of the above theorem. 
Theorem 2.3.3 ([4, Theorem 2.3]). Let R be 2-torsion free, and U a non-zero 
{(J^T)- Li(; ideal of R. If associated endomoiphism g of / is one-one, onto and 
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/([/) C Z{R), then U C Z{R). 
Proof. By our hypothesis, we have that f{[x,u]„^r) ^ Z{R), for all x e R,u eU. 
Replacing x by xf{v) and as, / ( [ / ) C Z(J?), thus we get g{[x, u]a,r)/^(y) ^ Z{R), 
for all X e i2,K e (7. Since f{U) C Z(/?), this implies that f{U) C Z(i2) and 
as i? is prime, we find that either g{[x, u]^ ,,-) € Z(-R) or /^('y) = 0. On the other 
hand if g{[x,u]„^-r) ^ Z{R), then \x,u]„^r e Z{R), for all .x 6 -R, w e C/ and by 
Lemma 2.3.1, we have the required result. If p{v) = 0, for all v e U, then by 
using Theorem 2.3.2 we get the required result. 
It can be easily seen that in the first case associated endomorphism g of f is 
onto and f{U) C Z{R) implies that f{U) C Z{R). 
It is natural to ask whether the conclusion of the above theorem remains true 
if the hypothesis f{U) C Z{R) is replaced by a weaker hypothesis f'^{U) C Z{R). 
The following theorem under some additional conditions provides an affirmative 
answer and improves the result obtained in [9, Theorem 1,5] and Theorem 2.2.4. 
Theorem 2.3.4 ([4, Theorem 2.4]). Let i? be a 2,3-torsion free, and f/ be a 
non-zero {a, r)- Lie ideal of R. If associated endomorphism g oi f is one-one, 
onto and f{U) C U, p{U) C Z{R) then U C Z{R). 
Proof. Since C/ is a (cr, r)- Lie ideal of R, [x, u]fj^T- e U, for all x G i? , M G f/. 
Thus, by our hypothesis we have /^([X,'U|CT,T) G Z{R). This yields that, 
[P{xls'i:^i)U + 2[f{x),g{f{u)%,r + [x-, f\u%,r G Z{R). 
fo ra l lxGi? , t t€ f / (2.4.16) 
Replacuig x by xf'^{v) in (2.4.IG) and using (2.4.16) together with the fact that 
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PiU) C Z{R), we get 
n9{m),9'{n)Urnv) + 2g{fix))[fiv),a{g\u))] + [/(.x),5^(n)],,.r(u) 
V(:r)[r(^;),a(5(u))]+2[p(a:),5(/(«))].,.f(^;)+2^(x)[f(T;),a^((f(u)))]GZ(/^). 
Since P{v),f^{v) and f'^{v) are in Z{R), the above relation reduces to 
Mm), 9\u)Urf{v) + [g\x), g'HUrf'iv) + 2[g{x), g(f(u))UrfHv) G Z{R). 
This imphes that 2f{[gix),giu)Ur)P{v) + [g'{xlg\u)l,rf\v) G Z{R). 
Hence, 
2f{v)g{f{[x,uUr)) + 9\{x,uUr)f{v) e Z{R). (2.3.17) 
Replacing x by xf{'w) in (2.3.17) and using the fact that P{IJ) C Z(i?) , we get 
{2f\v)g{f{[xMa,r)) + 9 ' ([x,^] . , . ) r(^))5 ' ( / ' (^)) 
+2/^(t;)5([a;,u],^r)g{f{w)) G Z(i2), for all x^R,u,v,weU. (2.3.18) 
Since /^(ly) is central, we find that 
gHfH) e Z{R), for all « ;£[ / . (2.3 19) 
Combining (2.3.17) and (2.3.19) together with (2.4.18), we get 
f{v)gi[x,u]„^rfiw)) G Z{R), for all xeR,u,v,weU. 
As we know, R is prime and P{U)) C Z{R); the above relation yields that either 
f{v) = 0 or g{[x,uUrfi^)) G Z(/?). If ^([x,u],,^/3(w;)) G Z{R), then we have 
that [x,u]ij^rf^iw)) G ^(i?), and again either f^{w) = 0 or [x,u]a,T G Z{R). If 
[x, u]o-,r G •2(/?), for all x € R, ti G U, then by the Lemma 2.2.1, we obtain that 
U C Z(R). Now, suppose that P{U) = 0. In view of the argument given in the 
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first paragraph of the proof of Lemma 2.3.5, we have T{u)[x,u]a,T £ U, for all 
X & R^u EU, and hence p(T{u)[x,u]aj) — 0. This yields that; 
f{r{u))g\\x, "].,r) + f{r{n))j{g\\x, t.].,,)) + f{T{u))g{j{g{\x, n]...))) 
+r/(r(u))/2(5([x,Tx].,.)) + f{T{u))g{g{!{\xAoM + /(r(M))/(^(/([:^,«].,x))) 
+/(T(«))g(f ([x,u],,,) + r(«)f ([X,M].,.) = 0. 
Since, /^(t/) = {0} and f{g{u)) = g{f(u)), the above relation gives that; 
if{T{u))g'{fi[x,u].,r)) + mr{uMf{[x,u].,r)) = 0, for all x G /?,u G U. 
This implies that 
f(riu))gy{[x,uUr)) + / ( r M ) 5 ( f ([a:,u].,,)) = 0. 
Replacing u by /(u) in the above equation and using the fact that P{U) = {0}, 
we arrive at .f^{T'{u))g{f'^{[x,f{u)]„^r)) = 0 for all x e R,u 6 U, and hence 
fHu)T'\9{P{[xJiu)l,r))) = 0. Since f{U) C ZiR) and R is prime, we 
have either p{u) = 0 or r-i(g(/^(b,/(«)]a,T))) = 0. This imphes that for 
each u e U either p{u) = 0 or T-\g{f{[xJ{u)]^,r)) = 0. Thus the set 
H = {ueU\ p{u) = 0} and K = {ue:U\ P{[xJ{u%,r) = 0, for all x ^ R) 
are additive proper subgroups of U whose union is U. Hence, we find that U = H 
orU = K. liU = H, then we find that p{U) = {0}. Hence by the Theorem 
2.3.2, we get the required result. On the other hand \iU = K then, 
/2([x,/(w)]^,^) = 0, fo ra l lxGi2 ,uef / . (2.3.20) 
Replachig x by xof{u) in (2.3.20), we arrive at P{[xJ[u%,T(yU{'^))) = 0, fur 
all X £ R,u e U, i.e., 
f{[x, f{u)]„,Mf{n)) + g{f{[x, I{u)Ur)fW{u))) 
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+ figilx, f{u)Ur))fHu)) + g'{[x, f{u)l,r)fHcr{u)) = 0 
Now applying (2.3.20) and using the fact that P{U) = {0}, we have 
Hence, 
a'\g{f{[x, f{u)Ur)))f{u) = 0, for &\\ x e R, u e U. 
Since P{U) C Z{R) and as i? is prime, for each u e U either p{u) = 0 or 
a~^{g{f{[x,f(u)]a,r))) = 0. Hence, again using the Brauer's trick we have either 
P{u) = 0 for aU n G {7 or g{f{[x, f{u)]„,r)) = 0, for aU x G i?, u G C/. If P{u) = 0 
for all u € f/, then again by theorem 2.3.2 we get U C Z{R). On the other hand 
if g{fi[x, /(w)]CT,r)) = 0 for all x e i?, M G U, then 
f[x, f{u)]^,r) = 0, for all xeR,ue U. (2.3.21) 
Now replace x by xa{f{u)) in (2.3.21), and use (2.3.21) to obtain, 
[x, f{u)]^^Mfiu)) = 0 for all xeR,ue U. (2.3.22) 
Again by replacing x by xy in (2.3.22) and using (2.3.22) we get, 
\x,r{f{u))]ya{f{u)) = 0, for aU x,yeR,ueU. 
Primeness of R implies that either [x, r{f(u))] = 0 or a(/^(ii)) = 0. If (j{P{u)) = 
0, then p{u) = 0, for all u e U. Hence again by the theorem 2.3.2, we get the 
required result. On the other hand if [x, r(/(it))] = 0, then [T~^(X), f{u)] = 0, for 
all X e R,u e U. Thus, [y, f{u)] = 0 for all y e R,u E U, this implies that 
f{U) C Z{R). Hence by Theorem 2.3.3 we get the required result. 
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§2.4. Centralizing semi-derivations in rings 
Let n be a fixed positive integer. A mapping d on R is said to be n-centralizing 
on a subset S of i? if d(x)x" - x"d(x) e Z{R) holds for all x e 5. Forn = 1, 
d satisfying xd{x) — d{x)x e Z{R), for all x e R is said to be centralizing on 
R. In the special case, when xd{x) = d{x)x, for all a; € -R, <i is commuting on 
R. There has been a great deal of work regarding centralizing and commuting 
derivations in prime and semi prime rings. Posner's second Theorem is one of 
the initial result in this regard. Motivated by Posner's result, Chang [31] showed 
that if i? is a non-commutative n!-torsion free prime ring and di, ^2 are Jordan 
derivations on R satisfying di{x)x'" — x^d2{x) = 0 , for all x G R, then di = 0 
and 2^ = 0. It was also shown that if a pair of Jordan derivations di,d2 : R-^ R 
satisfy di(x)x" - x''d2ix) e Z{R) for all x e R then di = 0 and ^2 = 0. Further 
in 2006, Firat [40] established the same properties for semi-derivations as follows: 
Theorem 2.4.1 ([40, Theorem 1]). Suppose that i? is a non commutative 6-
torsion free prime ring admitting semi-derivations / i and /2 with associated sur-
jective endomorphism g : R ^ R. If fi(x)x'^ - x^/2(x) = 0 and [g{x),x'^] = 0 for 
aWxe R then /i = 0 and /2 = 0. 
The following Lennna is pertinent for the proof of the above theorem; 
Lemma 2.4.1. If 7? is a non-commutative prime ring, and / is a semi-derivation 
of R such that f{x)x^ = 0 for all a; € i? then / = 0. 
Proof. Replacing x with x + ky in f{x)x^ = 0 for each integer k and for all 
x,y G R, wo obtain the relation P\{x,y) + k^P2{x,y) = 0, where Pi{x,y) = 
f{x){xy f yx) I f{y)x'^ and P2(x, y) = f{y){xy + yx) + f{x)%/. This implies that 
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for all x,y e R, 
Piix, y) = f{x){xy + yx) + f{y)x' = 0. (2.4.1) 
Substituting yx for y in (2.4.1), then for all x,y & R we have 
0 = f{x){xyx + yx^) + f{y)x + g{y)f{x)x'' = f{x){xyx + yx') + f{y)x (2.4.2) 
Multiplying (2.4.1) on the right by x and subtractmg the result from (2.4.2) yields 
f{y){x'-x), f o r a l l x , y e R (2.4.3) 
Substituting yr for y in (2.4.3) we arrive at, 
f{y)r{x^ - x), for all x, y G R. (2.4.4) 
Since R is prime, for all x,y e R we deduce that either f{y) = 0 or x^ - x = 0. 
As, R is non-commutative, this impUes that f{y) = 0, for all y ^ R\ thus / = 0. 
Proof of Theorem 2.4-1- For all x G R, we have 
f^{x)x'-x'f2{x) = 0 (2.4.5) 
Substitute x + n?y for x in (2.4.5), where n G X, the set of integers we obtain; 
nFi(x, y) + n'P2{x, y) = 0, for all x,y e R, n^E. (2.4.6) 
where, 
Fi(x,y) = /j(x).x?y + /](x)yx + /i(2/)x2 - xy/2(x) - yxh{y) - ^^h{y). 
P2{'J-,y) = fi{y)xy f fi{y)yx + / i (x) i / - xyfiiy) - 2/x/2(?/) - yV2(y)-
By the interpolation theorem we deduce that, 
P,(.,-,v;) = 0, forallx,yG7?,. (2.4.7) 
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Replacing y by xy in (2.4.7) we get, 
h{x)x[xy + yx] + fi{xy)x'^ = x{xyf2{x) + yxfiix) + x^f2{x,y)} for all x,?y G 7?. 
Hence, 
[h{xlx]xy + [/i(x),a:]yx + /i(x)[5(?/),x2] = 0, for all x,y e R. (2.4.8) 
Put y = x in (2.5.8). As R is 6-torsion free, this implies that 
[h{x),x]x^ = 0, for all x e R. (2.4.9) 
Replacing x in (2.4.9) with x + /?/, for all x,y e R, / € ^ , we obtain 
/Qi(a:,y) + /2Q2(x,y) = 0. (2.4.10) 
where, Qiix,y) = [f{x),x]{xy + yx) + {[fi{x),y] + [My),x]}x\ Again by Inter-
polation theorem 
Qi{x,y) = 0. (2.4.11) 
Substituting yx for y in (2.4.11) we have, 
[fi{x),x]{xyx + yx') + {[f,{x),y] + [My),x]}x' + [giy),x]Mx)x' = 0. (2.4.12) 
Multiply (2.4.11) on the right by x, 
[Mx),x]{xyx + yx') + {[h{x),y] + [/i(t/),.x]}x3 ^ Q (2.4.13) 
Subtracting (2.4.13) from (2.4.12), we arrive at the relation 
[9{y),x]fiix)x'' = 0, for all x,y e R. 
Using the siujectivity oig and substituting g{y) = z, for all x,z e R we obtain 
[^, .X1/I(.T).T^-0. (2.4.14) 
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Consider, the inner derivation defined for a given x ^ Z{R) by y •-> [y,x]. Equa-
tion (2.4.14) and this yields that f\{x)x^ = 0, for all x E R. Therefore, R is the 
union of its center Z{R) and the set T = {x G i? | f{x)x'^ = 0}. If / 7^  0 then 
R^T hy Lemma 2.4.1, and R ^ Z{R) as i? is non-commutative. Hence, there 
exist x,y E R such that x ^ Z{R) and y ^T and so a; G T and y G Z{R). Note 
that fi{y)y^ ^ 0 and ly G Z{R) for each / G Z. Considering x + ly e R, we 
deduce that x + lyeT. Thus, for / G ^ ; 
0 = /i(a--h/y) + (x + Z?/)2 
= l{fi{x)ixy + yx) + fi{y)x^} + P{Mx)y^ + fi{y)ixy + yx)} + f{fi{y)y''} 
Since, 72 is 6-torsion free, similar reasoning yields f\{y)y^ = 0. This contra-
dicts the choice of y so that fi{y)y^ 7^  0. We conclude that / i = 0. Equation 
(2.4.5) tvirns into the identity x^/2(x) = 0 for all x G R; thus x"[/2(x), x] = 0 for 
all X G i?. Similar reasoning yields /2 = 0. This completes the proof. 
Corollary 2.4.1. Suppose that i? is a non-commutative 6-torsion free prime ring 
which admits semi-derivation / whose associated endomorphism g : R ^ R is 
onto. If [/(x), x2] = 0 for all xe R then / = 0. 
The proof of the following Lejnma can be looked up in [37]; 
Lemma 2.4.2 Let R be 6-torsion free semi-prime ring and U a non-zero left ideal 
of R. If R admits a non-zero derivation d such that d{U) ^ {0} and the map 
X -^ [(i(x),x] is centralizing on \J then i? contains a non-zero central ideal. 
Theorem 2.4.2. Suppose that /? is a non-commutative 6-torsion free prime ring 
admitting semi-derivations / i and j ^ with associated surjective endomorphism 
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g-.R^R.lf fi{x)x^ - x^f2{x) e Z{R) for all x e i? then / i = 0 and /a = 0. 
Proof Suppose 
\h{x)x^-x^h{x\z\^^. (2.4.15) 
Substituting x + ny,n G ^  for a; into (2.5.15), we deduce that 
nFi(x,y) + r?P2{x,y) = 0, for a\lx,y,zeR, neZ (2.4.16) 
where, 
^i(^, ?/) = [fi(x)ixy + ^x) + /i(t/)x2 - (xy 4- yx)f2{x) - x^f2iy), z], 
P2ix, y) = [h{y){xy + t/x) + /i(x)y2 - [xy + yx)/2(y) - 2/^2(2:), 2:]. 
By the interpolation theorem we deduce that P\{x,y) = 0, for all x,y e R. 
Hence, 
/i(x)(xy + yx) + h{y)x' - {xy + yx)h{x) - x^h{y) G Z{R). (2.4.17) 
Suppose there exist a non-zero c G Z(i?) such that g{c) G Z(i?). Put y = c in 
(2.4.17), then we get 
c(2/i(x)x - 2x/2(x)) + /i(c)x2 - xV2(c) G Z{R) for all x e R. (2.4.18) 
Put y = c^  in (2.5.18) to obtain for all x e R, 
c\2f,{x)x-2xUx))+cf,{c)x'+gic)f2{c)x'--cx'f2ic)-x^9ic)Mc) G Z{R) (2.4.19) 
By, Lemma 2.4.2 and [29, Theorem], we conclude that / i = /2 = 0. Multiplying 
(2.4.19) from the left by c, for all x G /?, we obtain, 
c'^(2/i(x)x - 2x/2(x)) + c/i(c)x2 - cx^f2{c) G Z{R) for all x e R. (2.4.20) 
Subtracting (2.5.20) from (2.5.19), we get g{c){fi{c)x^ - x'^f2{c)) G Z{R) for all 
X G /?. Since g{c) G 2'(/?) is non-zero and R is prime, for x G /? we conclude that 
Mc)x'-x\hic)eZ{R). (2.4.21) 
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From (2.4.12) and (2.4.15) we derive c{2fi{x)x - 2xf2{x)) G Z{R) for x e R. 
Also 2{fi{x)x - xfi^x)) e Z{R) for x G /?. Because R is 6-torsion free, we have 
j\{x)x - xJ2{x) G Z(H). Continuing in this vein, for x G fi we deduce that; 
/i(x) - h{x) G Z{R). (2.4.22) 
By [29, Theorem 4] for aU x G it!, 
h{x) - h{x) = 0. (2.4.23) 
Now, if Z{R) ^ {0} then by assmnptions and the equation (2.4.23) we have that 
[/i(x), x2] G Z{R) for all x G ij". Hence, fi{x)x'^-x"^f2{x) = 0 for aU x G R. Thus, 
by the Theorem 2.4.1, / i = /2 = 0. In case, Z{R) = {0}, we have / i = /2 = 0 by 
[37, Theorem 1] and [29, Theorem 4]. This completes the proof. 
Corollary 2.4.2. Suppose that i? is a non-commutative 6-torsion free prime ring 
admitting semi-derivation / with associated surjective endomorphism g : R-^ R. 
If [/(x), x2] G Z{R) for all xeR then / = 0. 
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CHAPTER 3 
ON COMMUTATIVITY OF RINGS WITH 
DERIVATIONS 
§3.1. Introduction 
There has been an ongoing interest in exploring the commutativity of prime 
and semi-prime rings with derivations satisfying certain polynomial constraints. 
An early result in this direction is due to Posner [73] which states that if a prime 
ring R admits a non trivial centralizing derivation, then R is commutative. 
Most of the results of this chapter are based mainly on the work of Bell and Daif 
[16], [34] and Ashraf [7] etc. 
Section 3.2 discusses the commutativity of a ring R admitting derivation d 
satisfying either of the property d{[x,y]) + [x,y] = 0 or d{[x,y]) - [x,y] = 0. In 
the second segment we study the conditions which are in some sense related to 
the above conditions. Moreover, extensions of these results for semi-prime rings 
due to Bell [19] are included. 
Section 3.3 explores the commutativity of rings a admitting derivation d such 
that d{xy) = d{yx). Bell and Daif obtained the ring R to commute if it admits a 
non-zero derivation d for which rf([a;,y]) = 0 in a non-zero ideal of a prime ring. 
Further, a generalization of this result for semi-prime ring has been presented. 
Finally, in the last section 3.4, we study the results obtained by Ashraf et 
al. [7] investigating the commutativity of rings admitting generalized derivation 
F satisfying any one of the properties F{xy) - xy e Z{R), F{xy) + xy e Z{R), 
F{xy) - yx G Z{R) and F{:ny) + yx G Z{R). 
§3.2. Derivations satisfying d{lx,y]) ± [x^y] = 0 
A famous Posner's second theorem states that if a 2-torsion free prime ring 
R admits a non-zero derivation d such that [x, d{x)] e Z{R) for all x G -R then 
R is commutative. This result motivated many algebraists to explore the 
commutativity of rings satisfying certain polynomial constraints. Recently, Daif 
and Bell [34] explored the commutativity a prime ring R satisfying the condition 
diix, y]) - [x, y] = 0 or d{lx, y]) + [x, t/] = 0 on a non-zero ideal of R. Infact, they 
obtained rather more general result. 
Theorem 3.2.1 ([34, Theorem 3]). Let R he a, semi-prime ring admitting a 
derivation d and L be a non-zero ideal of R such that d{[x,y]) + [x,y] = 0 or 
d{[x, y]) + [x, y] = 0 for all x, y € L, then L is a central ideal of R. 
The proof of the above Theorem hinges on the following Lemmas; 
Lemma 3.2.1. Let Rhea, semi-prime ring and / a non-zero ideal of R. If z € R, 
centralizes the set [7,7] then z centrahzes 7. 
Proof. Let z e R, centralizes [7,7]. Then for all x,y e I, we have z[x,xy] = 
[x,xy]z which can be rewritten as zx{x,y] = x[x,y]z; hence [2:,2;][3;,y] = 0, for 
all x,y e I. Replacing y by yz, we get [z,x]7[z,x] = {0}. Since, 7 is an ideal, it 
follows that [z,x]IR[z,x]I = {0} = I[z,x]RI[z,x]. By the semi-primeness of 7? 
we have [z, x]I = 7[2, x] = {0}. Thus, [[z, x], x] = {0} for all x G 7. Hence by [14, 
Theorem 3], z centralizes 7. 
Proof of the Theorem 3.2.1. Let us suppose that 
d{[x,y]) + lx,y] = 0, f o r a l l x , y e L . (3.2.1) 
Now, for all x,y,z £ L, we have d{[x,y\z) + \x,y]z = d{z[x,y]) + z[x,y] which 
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yields that 
d{[x, y])z + [x, y]d{z) + [x, y]z = zd{[x, y]) + d{z)[x, y] + z{x, y]. 
Applying (3.2.1) we conclude that [x,y]d{z) = d{z)[x,y], for all x,y,z E L. By 
the Lemma 3.2.1, we see that d{L) centralizes L and from (3.2.1) it follows that 
[x,y] e Z{L) for all x,y e L. Another application of Lemma 3.2.1 shows that L 
is commutative hence, by the Lemma 1.3.5, L C Z(R). 
In view of the above Theorem and Lemma 1.3.6 we have the following result. 
Corollary 3.2.1. Let Rhe a, prime ring admitting a derivation d and L be a 
non zero ideal of R such that d{[x,y]) + [x,y] = 0 or d{[x,y]) + [x,y] = 0 for all 
x,y E L, then R is commutative. 
The following is an immediate consequence of the above theorem, 
Corollary 3.2.2. Let Rhe a, semi-prime ring admitting a derivation d and L be 
a non-zero ideal of R such that d{[x, y]) + [x, y] = 0 or d{[x, y\) + [x, y] = 0 for all 
.T, y e L, then R is commutative. 
Remark. Under the given hypothesis of the above theorem, commutativity of R 
cannot be shown. Consider R = Ri® i?2, ^ i is an integral domain and R2 a non 
commutative prime ring, d is the direct sura of derivations on the summands Ri 
and 7?2-
Posner's sec-ond theorem under the weaker hypothesis that a derivation d 
is (xjntralizing on a w(;ll defined subset of a ring R was obtained by Bell and 
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Martindale [13] as follows; 
Lemma 3.2.2. Let /? be a prime ring and L a non-zero right ideal of R. If R 
admits a non-zero derivation d such that [x, d{x)\ is central for all x ^ L then /? 
is commutative. 
Further applying the above result Bell and Daif proved the following Theo-
rem, 
Theorem 3.2.2. ([16, Theorem 1]). Let i? be a prime ring and L a non-zero right 
ideal. If R admits a non-zero derivation d such that d{[x,y\) + [d{x),d{y)] = 0 
for all a;,y € L then either R is commutative or cP(L) = {0} = d{L)d{L). 
Proof. As, d is a derivation on R such that d{[x,y]) + [d{x),d{y)] = 0 for all 
x,y ^ L^ we have 
[d{x),d{y)] = [d{y),x\ + [y,d{x)], for all x,y e L. (3.2.2) 
Substituting xy for y, we get 
d{x)[y,x] = [d{x),x]d{y) + d{x)[d{x),yl for all x,y e L. (3.2.3) 
Rej)lacing y by yx and using (3.2.3), we have 
[d{x), x]ydix) + d{x)y[d{x), x] = 0, for all x,y e L. (3.2.4) 
In (3.2.3) we substitute yd{x) for y, since L is a right ideal, we get 
d{x)y[d{x), x\ - [d{x),x]yd\x) = 0, for all x,y € L. (3.2.5) 
From (3.2.4) and (3.2.5) we obtain 
[d{x), x\y{d{x) { d\x)) = 0, for all .x, y G L. (3.2.()) 
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Thus, (3.2.6) yields 
[d{x), x]LR{d(x) + (f{x)) = {0}. for all x,y e L. (3.2.7) 
But R is prime, hence for each fixed x E L, we have either [d{x),x]L = {0} or 
d{x) + d'^{x) = 0. If [d{x),x]L = {0} then (3.2.5) shows that d{x)y[d{x),x] = 0 
for all y e L, so that d{x)LR[d{x),x] = {0}. Therefore, either d{x)L = {0} or 
[d{x),x] = 0. 
On the other hand, suppose d{x) + cP(x) = 0. In (3.2.2), we put y = yd{x) 
to get 
y[d{x), (f{x)] + [d{x), t/]d2(x) = d{y)[dix), x] + ^[^^(x), x] + [y, x]cP(x) 
for all y e L. (3.2.8) 
But d{x) = -d^{x), hence (3.2.8) implies 
diy)[d{x), x] - [y, xjdix) + [rf(a;), y]dix) - y[d{xl x] for all y e L. (3.2.9) 
If in (3.2.2) we put y = yx, we get 
[y, x]d{x) = [d{x), y]d{x) + d{y)[d(x}, x] for all x, y ^ L. (3.2.10) 
Thus, substituting from (3.2.10) to (3.2.9), we get y[d{x),x] = 0 for all y e L, 
that is 
L[d{x),x] = {Q} (3.2.11) 
But L is a right ideal, hence [d{x),x] = 0. Thus, in any event, for each fixed 
xeL, [d{x),x] = 0 or d{x)L = {0}. Suppose that [d{x),x] = O.Then by (3.2.3), 
we have 
d[x)[y, x] = d{x)[d{x), y] for all y e L. (3.2.12) 
Replacing y by yz in (3.2.12) and using (3.2.12), we get 
d{.r)y\z,.r\ - d{x)y[d(x),z\, foi all y G L, zE R 
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I.e., 
d{x)y[z, X + d{x)] = 0, for all y G L, z G R. 
Thus, 
d{x)yR[z,x + d(x)] = {0}, for aliyeL, zE R. 
Hence, either d{x)L = {0} or x+d{x) G Z{R). Define H = {x^L\ d{x)L = {0}} 
and K = {x e L \ X + d{x) e Z{R)}. Then H and /C are additive subgroups 
of L such that H U K = L, using Brauer's trick we have either d{L)L — {0} 
or a; + d{x) G Z(i?), for all a: G L. In the latter case, R is commutative by 
Lemma 3.2.2; henceforth we assume that d{V)L — {0}. Under this assmnption, 
the condition that \d{x), d{yz)\ — \d{yz), x] + \yz, d(x)], for all a;, y, z G L becomes 
\d{x),yd{z)\ = \yd{z),x\ + \yz,d{x)\ or 
y\d{x\ d{z)\ + \d{x), y\d{z) = y\d{z), x\ + [y, x\d{z) + y[z, d{x)] + [y, ^ (a:)]^. 
Using (3.2.2) to eliminate the terms with first factor y and noting that the last 
summand on right is zero, we get 
yd{x)d{z) = [x,y\d{z), for all x,y,zeL. (3.2.13) 
Hence, 
yd{z)d{x) = [z,y]d{x), for all x,y,zeL. (3.2.14) 
Thus, using (3.2.13) and (3.2.14) gives that y[d{x),d{z)] = [x,y]d{z) - [z,y]d{x), 
for all x,y,z e L. Using (3.2.2), we reduce this to, 
xyd[z) - zyd{x) = 0, for all x,y,z e L. (3.2.15) 
Replacing x by xt in (3.2.15) and using (3.2.15) itself, we obtain 
[.X, zy\d{t) = 0, for ail x,;//, 2, t G L. (3.2.1G) 
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From (3.2.13), we have [x,zy]d{t) = zyd{x)d{t). Substituting in (3.2.16) we get 
zyd{x)d{t) = 0, for all x,y,z,te L. (3.2.17) 
Since, zyRd{x)d{t) = {0} for all x,y,z,t e L and since L^ ^ {0}, we conclude 
that d{x)d{t) = 0 for all a;, i € L, which is the desired conclusion d{L)d{L) = {0}. 
In particular, 
[d{x),d{t)] = 0, for aU x,t e L. (3.2.18) 
Prom (3.2.2) and (3.2.18), and d{L)L = {0}, we now get 
yd{x) = xd{y), for aU x,y e L. (3.2.19) 
Replacing y by yr for arbitrary r G i2 , we get xyd{r) = yrd{x) - xd{y)r; and 
substituting yd{x) for xd{y) this yields; 
xyd{r) = y[r, d(x)], for all x, y G L, r e i?. (3.2.20) 
For, r we substitute d{z), z E L, obtaining 
xyd^{z) = y[d{z),d{x)], for all x,y,z £ L\ 
and using (3.2.18), wc get 
xy(f{z) = 0, for all x,y,z G L. 
Since L^ ^ {0}, we conclude that d^{L) = {0}; hence the Theorem is proved. 
Using the same arguments, we also get the following result; 
Theorem 3.2.3 ([16, Theorem 2]). Let i? be a prime ring and L a non-zero right 
ideal. If R admits a non-zero derivation d such that d{[x,y\) - \d{x),d{y)] = 0 
for all x,y e L then either R is commutative or d?{L) = {0} = d{L)d{L). 
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Corollary 3.2.4. Let R he a. prime ring and L a non-zero right ideal of R. 
If R admits a non-zero derivation d such that d{[x,y]) + [d{x),d{y}] = 0 for all 
x,yeLoT d{[x,y]) - [d(x),d{y)\ = 0 for all x,y & L with (P{L) ^ {0} then R is 
commutative. 
From above theorems and Lemma 1.3.10 we get the following result, 
Corollary 3.2.5. Let i? be a prime ring and L a non-zero two sided ideal. If R 
admits a non-zero derivation d such that d{\x, y]) + [d{x), d{y)] = 0 for all a:, y G L 
or d{[x,y]) - [d{x),d{y)] = 0 for all a:, y € L, then R is commutative. 
Theorem 3.2.4 ([16, Corollary 3]). Let Rhe a prime ring and L a non-zero 
right ideal. If R admits a derivation d which acts as an anti-homomorphism or 
homomorphism on L, then d = 0. 
For developing the proof, we begin with the following; 
Lemma 3.2.3. Let 5 be a sub-ring of a ring R, and let d be a derivation of R 
which acts as a homomorphism on iS" then d{x)x{y — d{y)) — 0 for aU x, y G S. 
Prxfof. As d acts as a homomorphism on S, we have 
d{xy) = xd{y) + d{x)y = d{x)d{y), for all x,y e S (3.2.21) 
Substituting x^ for x, we get 
x^d{y) + xd{x)y + d{x)xy = xd{x)d[y) + d{x)xd{y), 
or equivalently 
x{xd{y) -} d{x)y) + d{x)xy = xd{x)d{y) + d{x)xd{y), 
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Recalling (3.2.21), we conclude that 
d{x)x{y — d{y)) = Q for all x,y ^ S. 
Proof of Theorem 3.2.4- Whether we assume d acts as horaomorphism or 
anti-homomorphism, the condition that d{L)d{L) = {0} shows that rf(L^) = {0}; 
and by Lemma 1.3.13 we have d = 0. Thus, by Theorems 3.2.2 and 3.2.3 we have 
that R is commutative, hence is a domain and that d acts as a homomorphism 
on L. If we assume d ^^  0, it follows firom the Lemma 3.2.3 that d[y) — y for all 
y e L. Therefore, if I e L\{0} and r € R, we have Ir = ld{r) + d{l)r and hence 
ld{T) = 0. But this contradicts the Lemma 1.3.10 so in fact we are left with d = 0. 
The following example shows that the non-commutative cases in the above 
theorems do actually occur. 
Example 3.2.2. Let i? = | ( ^ M | a,6 e F j and let f/ = ( J ^ j 
where F is a field and rf be a an inner derivation which is defined as follows 
d{x) = 2; f Q 0 ) ~ ( 0 0 ) ^ ^°^ ^ ^^  ^  ^ '^• 
It is readily verified that d satisfies the condition d{[x,y\) + [d{x),d{y)] — 0, for 
all x,y eU and d{[x,y]) - [d{x),d{y)] = 0, for all x,y eU. 
The following result was given by Bell which can also be regarded as the 
generahzation of a result due to Bresar [23]. 
Lemma 3.2.4. Let R be a 2-torsion free semi-prime ring and L a left ideal of 
R. lia,b^ R and axb + bxa = 0 for all 2; e L then axb = bxa = 0 for all x E L. 
Proof. We have 
a.rb \ bxa = 0, for all ;/; G L (3.2.22) 
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Now, applying (3.2.22) thrice to obtain axbyaxb = -{hxa)yaxb = -{b{xay)a)xh = 
{a{xay)b)xb = ax{ayb)xb = --ax{bya)xb. Thus, axbRyaxb = {()} = yaxbRyaxh. 
Since, R is semi-prime, we have 
LaLb = {0}. ' (3.2.23) 
Let {Pa I Q; e A} be the family of prime ideals in R such that HPa = {0}. For, a 
typical Pa either La C F^ or Lb C P^, so that bLa C P^ or aLb C P^. It follows 
by (3.2.22) that aLb C nPa- Hence, aL6 = 6La = {0} . 
Theorem 3.2.5 ([19, Theorem 3.2]). Let i? be a 2-torsion free semi-prime ring 
and L a left ideal of R. If Ar{L) = {0} and R admits a derivation d such that 
d{L) ^ {0} and d{[x,y]) - [d{x),d{y)] = 0, for aU a;,y € L. Then, R has a 
non-zero central ideal. 
The following Lemma is pertinent for the proof of the above theorem which 
can essentially be obtained in [13]. 
Lemma 3.2.5. Let R. be a semi-prime ring and L a non-zero left ideal of R. If R 
admits a derivation d a non-zero on L which is centralizing on L, then R contains 
a non-zero central ideal. 
Proof of Theorem 3.2.5. As, we have that 
d{[xM) - [d{'^^d{y)] = 0, for all x,y G L. (3.2.24) 
Thus, we have tlia,t 
[d{x), v\ f [:/;, d^y)] = \d{x)„ d(y)], for all x, y G L. (3.2.25) 
R(?placiiig y by yx in (3.2.25) and using (3.2.25) to simphfy we get, 
\x,y\d[:.y) - ri(y/)l(/(.r)..7:| I l^i(.r), yj^x), for all ; / ; ,? /GL. (3.2.26) 
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By the above Lemma 3.2.4 we conclude that, 
d{x)y[d{x),x] = 0, for all x,y ^ L. 
It follows easily that [d{x),x]y[d{x),x] = 0, for all x,y G R, so that L[d{x),x] is 
a nilpotent left ideal. Hence, L[d{x),x] = {0}, for all x e L and [d{x),x] - 0, for 
all X G L. Thus, R has a non-zero central ideal by Lemma 3.2.5. 
Remark. If L is a two-sided ideal then L[d{x),x] = {0} for all x € L implies 
[d{x),x] is in the nilpotent ideal Lr\Ar{L). Hence, [d{x),x] = 0. Thus, the above 
argument leads to the proof of the following result by Daif [35]. 
Corollary 3.2.6. Let R be 2-torsion firee semi-prime ring and U a non-zero idea 
of R. If R admits a derivation d such that d{U) ^ 0 and d{[x,y]) = [d{x),d{y)] 
for all X, y e (7, then R has a non-zero central ideal. 
In case of prime rings the Lemma 3.2.4 and Theorem 3.2.5 can be analogously 
proved for certain Lie ideals of the ring. 
The famous Posner's theorem was generahzed by Awtar [9] for Lie ideal of 
R essentially stated as; 
Lemma 3.2.6. Let i? be a prime ring with char / 2 and let L be a non-zero Lie 
ideal of R. If R admits a non-zero derivation d such that [d{l),l] G Z{R) for all 
I G L then L C Z{R). 
Lemma 3.2.7. Let /? be a prime ring with charR. ^ 2, and let U be non-central 
Lie ideal of R such that u'^ G U, for all u^U. If a G ^  and 6 G i? are such that 
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axb + bxa = 0 for all x eU, then axb = bxa = 0 for all x €U. 
Proof. Since, (v+w)^ e U, for all v,w eU, we get vw+wv e U, for all v, w e U 
and since vw — wv ^ U ky the definition of Lie ideal, we have 2vw G U, for all 
v,w e U. This fact allows us to adapt the argument in the proof the Lemma 
3.2.4 to obtain Aaxbyaxb = —Aaxbynxb, and hence axbyaxb = 0, for all x, ?/ G t/. 
It follows by the Lemma 1.3.17 that axb — bxa = 0 for all x EU. 
Theorem 3.2.6 ([19, Theorem 3.5]). Let i? be a prime ring with charR 4- 2, 
and let f/ be a Lie ideal of R such that v^ ^U. U d is derivation on R such that 
d{[x,y]) = [d{x),d{y)] for all x,y G U, then either d^OoiU C Z{R). 
Proof. Suppose d 7^  0 or [7 ^ Z{R). A trivial modification of the argument in 
the proof of the Theorem 3.2.5 (substituting 2yx for y instead of substituting yx 
for y) gives 
d{x)y[d{x), x] + [rf(x), x\yd{x) = 0, for all x,y EU. 
Since [d{x),x] G U, we can use Lemma 3.2.7 to obtain d{x)U[d{x),x] = {0}, for 
all x G U. By the lemma 1.3.17 we get [d{x),x] = 0, for all x eU, and by lemma 
3.2.6 it follows that U C Z{R), a contradiction. 
§3.3. Derivations satisfying d{xy) = d(yx) 
In the year 1978, Herstein [52] proved that if i? is a prime ring of charR 7^  2 
which admits a non-zero derivation d such that d{x)d{y) = d{y)d{x) holds, for 
all j ; , y E R, then JR is commutative. In view of this result it seems appropriate 
to study derivation d satisfying d{xy) = d{;yx), for all x, y in some distinguished 
subs(!t of /?. Surprisingly the results and methods of the previous section are 
applicable in our further study. 
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Theorem 3.3.1 ([16, Theorem 3]). Let i? be a prime ring and L a non-zero two 
sided ideal. If R admits a non-zero derivation d such that d{xy) = d{yx) for all 
x,y ^ L then R is commutative. 
Proof. Let c G X be a constant i.e., an element such that d{c) = 0 and let 
z be an arbitrary element of L. The condition that d{cz) = d{zc) yields that 
cd{z) — d{z)c. Now for each x,y E L, [x, y] is a constant; hence 
d{z)[x,y] = [x,y]d(z), for all x,y,z E L. (3.3.1) 
By the Lemmas 3.2.1 and 1.3.6, d(z) is central for aU z £ L\ hence d satisfies 
d{[x,y]) + [d{x),d{y)] = 0, for all x,y E L and so corollary 3.2.4 forces R to be 
commutative. 
Remark. Example 3.2.2 shows that in the above theorem L cannot be replaced 
by one-sided ideal. But the further extension is still possible. 
Theorem 3.3.2 ([16, Theorem 4]). Let R be a prime ring of charR ^ 2 and let 
L be a non-zero right ideal. If d is a non-zero derivation such that d{xy) = d{yx) 
for all x,y E L then either R is commutative or d'^ (L) = {0} = d{L)d{L). 
Proof. Writing d{xy) = d{yx) hi the form [x, d{y)] — [y, d{x)\ and replacing x 
by X?, we get 
[y,x\d{x) + d[x)\y, x\ = 0, for all x,y E L. 
Recalling (3.3.1) and using the fact that charR ^ 2, we have 
[y, x](/(.x) = 0 and d{;x)\y,x\ = 0, for all x,y £ L. (3.3.2) 
In the first eciuality rei)la(;(^  y by yw, w G L thereby obtaining 
\y,.r]Ld{x) -- {()} = \y,j]LRdix), for all x,y E L. 
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Since, d^O we can conclude from the usual Brauer's trick that; 
[y,x]L = {0}, for all x,y e L (3 3 3) 
On the other hand the second equality of (3.3.2) yields; 
d{x)L[y,x] = {0} = d{x)LR[y,x], for all x,y e L. (3.3.4) 
Thus, for each x G L, either x is central or d{x)L = {0}. Assume that R is not 
commutative, and hence that L is not central. By (3.3.3) and (3.3.4) we have 
[y,x]L = {0}, for all x,y e L and d{L)L = {0}. Thus, these conditions, together 
with the condition d{xy) = d{yx), yields that 
yd{x) = xd{y), for all x,y ^ L. 
But this is just the same as equation (3.2.19) and proceeding in a similar manner 
as in the proof of Theorem 3.2.2 we have 
xyd\z) = y\d{z), d{x)], for all x,y,z e L. (3.3.5); 
Now, by applying d to the condition zd{x) ~ xd{z), we obtain 
zd^{x) + d{z)d{x) = xd^(z) + d{x)d{z), 
hence 
and 
zd:\x) + {d{z),d{x)] = xd\z) 
y[d{z), d{x)] = yxd\z) - yzd^{x) (3 3 6) 
Combining (3.2.5) and (3 2.6) 
yzd^{x) = [y,x]d\z), for all x,y,z e L (3 3 7) 
Sinc(> [y,x] is constant, applying d to (3.3 3) shows that [y,x]d{L) = {0} — 
[.(/, i]d\L) for all x,y e L, and (3 3 7) givos L^d^{L) = {()} Suice, L' ^ {()} and 
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R is prime, we conclude that <P{L) = {0}. Finally, since charB, ^ 2, using the 
fact that (P{xy) = 0 for all x,y e L gives d{L)d{L) = {0}. 
Lemma 3.3.1. Let i? be a semi-prime ring, L a left ideal and H = LnCuHL, L]). 
Then H is a. commutative subring of R . 
Proof. Let {Pa | a G A} be a collection of prime ideals such that OPa = {0}. 
For z e CR{[L,L]), z[x,xy] = [x,xy]z , hence zx[x,y] = x[x,y]z = xz[x,y], 
for all a;,y G L. Therefore [2;,x][a;,y] = 0, for all x,y G L. Replace y by yz 
we get [z, x]Z/[z, a;] = {0}, for all x e L; and since [z,x]L is a nilpotent right 
ideal we have [z,x]L = {0}, for all 2 € CR([L,L]) and x e L. Taking z e H, 
[z,x]z = 0 = z[z,x], iox &][ z £ H, x e L and replace x by xr, for arbitrary 
r e R yields that zL[z,r] = {0} hence zLR[z,r] = {0}, for all 2 € if, x G L. 
So for each a G A and each z & H, either [z,R] C P^ or zL C P^. Since each 
of these conditions define an additive subgroup of H we see that^|iH, f^^ ^,^,'or. 
HL C P^. Therefore, [L,L] C P^ for ail a G A. Thus, m,L\ = 0 i.e., F is a p . 
commutative subring of P. I; C \Q^ V-- /C^ / ^ 11 
Theorem 3.3.3 ([19, Theorem 4.1]). Let P be a prime ring and, h a non-z,§i# 
left ideal such that L[L, L] ^ {0}. If P admits a non-zero derivation d such that 
c?(L) C L and (/(xy) = rf(yx) for all x,y e L then P is commutative. 
Proof. By the Lemma 1.3.13, d{L) ^ {0}. If 2 G L and c is a constant in L, 
then from d{zc) = d{cz), we get (i(z)c = cd{z). Hence, 
d{z){xy — yx) = {xy — yx)d{z) for all x, y, 2 G L. 
Thus by Lemma 3.3.1 wc have that d{L) C Z{R) or d{L) C Ln^([L,L]) . In the 
first case, P is comimitative by the case of ])rime rings of Lemma 3.2.5. In the 
second case, we have d{z)L[x,y\ = d{z)RL[x,y] = 0 for all x,y,z G L; and suicc^  
d{L) / 0, we get L[L, L] ^ {0}. Hence the second case cannot occur. 
Theorem 3.3.4 ([19, Theorem 4.2]). Let i? be a 2-torsion free semi-prhne ring 
and L a non-zero left ideal. Suppose that jR admits a derivation d such that 
d{L) C L, Ai{Ld{L)) ^ {0}, and d{xy) = d{yx) for all x,y G L. Then R has a 
non-zero central ideal. 
The following Lemma is pertinent in proving the above theorem proof of 
which can be obtained from [17]. 
Lemma 3.3.2. Let R be 2-torsion free semi-prime ring and L be a non-zero left 
ideal. If R admits a derivation d for which Ai{Ld{L)) — 0 and [d{x),d{y)] = 0 
for all x,y E: L, then R has a non-zero central ideal. 
Proof of Theorem 3.3.4- We have , d{z){xy - yx) = {xy - yx)d{z) for all 
x,y,z e L. By the above lemma 3.3.1 we get [d{L),d{L)] = {0}. Therefore, R 
has a non-zero central ideal by Lemma 3.3.2. 
Theorem 3.3.5 ([19, Theorem 4.4]). Let Rhe a. prime ring with charR ^ 2, 
and let L be a non-zero Lie ideal. If R admits a non-zero derivation d such that 
d{xy) = d{yx), for all x,y £ L, then L C Z{R.). 
Proof. Since, d{z){xy - yx) = {xy - yx)d{z) forall x,y,z e L. Lemma 1.3.16 
yields that d{L) C CR{L). Therefore, L C Z{R) by Lemma 3.2.6. 
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§3.4.Generalized derivations satisfying F{xy)d:xy G Z{R) 
Many analysts have studied generalized derivation in the context of algebras 
on certain normed spaces. By generalized derivation on an algebra A one visually 
means a map of the form x i-y ax + x6 where a and 6 are fixed elements in A. We 
prefer to call such maps generalized iimer derivations for the reason they present 
a generahzation of the concepts of inner derivations (i.e., the map of the form 
x-^ax — xa). Now in a ring i? , let F be a generahzed inner derivation given by 
F{x) = ax + xb. Notice that F{xy) = F{x)y + xlh{y) where Ib{y) = yb-by is an 
iimer derivation. Motivated by this observation Bresar [] introduced the notion 
of generalized derivations in rings as follows: 
Definition 3,4.1 {Generalized derivation). An additive mapping F : i? —> i? is 
called a generalized derivation (GD) (resp. Jordan generahzed derivation (JGD)) 
if there exists a derivation d : R ^ R such that F{xy) = F{x)y + xd{y) (resp. 
F(x^) ^ F{x)x + xd{x)) holds for all x, y G R. 
The concept of generalized derivation covers both the concepts of derivation 
and generalized inner derivation. Moreover, generalized derivation with d = Q 
covers the concept of left raultiphers i.e., an additive map satisfying F{xy) = 
F(x)y, for ail x,y e R. In the year 1998, Hvala [55] initiated the algebraic 
study of generalized derivations in rings and extended several results concerning 
derivations of prime rings to generalized derivations. 
There has been ongoing interest concerning the commutativity of the rings 
and the existence of certain specific types of derivations of R. Here we'll state 
some of the recently proved results involving generalized derivations. 
In 2001, by Ashraf and Nadeem [2] it was shown that a prime ring R with a nan 
zero ideal I must be commutative if it admits a derivation d satisfying either 
of the {yroperties d{xy) + xy e Z{R) or d{xy) - xy ^ Z{R) for all x,y G R-
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Motivated by the above result, Ashraf et al. [7] explored the commutativity 
of prime ring R in which the generalized derivation F satisfies any one of the 
properties: 
(z) F{xy) - xy G Z{R), {ii) F{xy) + xy ^ Z{R),_ {in) F{xy) - yx ^ Z{R), 
(iv) F{xy) + yxe Z{R), for all x,y E R. 
Theorem 3.4.1 ([7, Theorem 2.1]). Let i? be a prime ring and / be a non-zero 
ideal of R. If R admits a generalized derivation F associated with a non-zero 
derivation d such that F{xy) — xy G Z{R) for all x,y E I, then R is commutative. 
Proof. If F = 0, then xy e Z{R), for all x,y € / . In particular, [xy,x] — 0, 
for all x,y E I and hence x[y,x] = 0. Replacing y by yz, we get xy[z,x] = 0, 
for all x,y,z G / . Hence, it follows that xRI[z,x] = {0}, for all x, z € / . Thus, 
primeness of R forces that for each fixed x £ R either x = 0 or I[x, z] = {0}. 
But X = 0 also implies /[z, x] = {0}. Hence in both the cases we find that 
/[x, z] = {0}, for all 2 e / i.e., /i?[x, z] = {0}. Since, / ^ {0} and R is prime, the 
above expression yields that [x,z] = 0, for all x,z E I. Now replace x by xr, to 
get x[r, z] = 0. Again replacing x by xs, we get xs[r, z] = 0, for all x, z G / and 
r,s e R i.e., xR[r, z] — {0}. Hence, the primeness of i? yields that either x = 0, for 
all z G / or [r, z] = 0, but / ^ {0}, so we have [r, z] = 0, for all r, s e R. Replace 
z by zs to get z[r, s] = 0, for all z G / , r,s & R. This implies that zR[r, s] = {0}, 
for all r, s E R. As i? is prime, we have either z = 0 or [r, s] = 0. But I ^ {0} 
and we have [r,s] = 0 , for all r,s E R i.e., R is commutative. Onwards, we shall 
assume that F ^0. For any x,y E I, we have F{xy) — xy G Z{R). This can be 
rewritten as F{x)y + xd{y) — xy G Z{R). Replacing y by yz we obtain, 
F{x)yz + xd{y)z + xyd{z) — xyz G Z{R), for all x,y,z E I. 
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Thus, in particular 
[{F{x)y + xd{y) - xy)z + xyd{z), z] = 0, for all x,y,z e I. (3.4.1) 
This gives that [xyd{z), z] = 0, for all x, y, z G / and hence 
xy[d{z), z] + x[y, z]d{z) + [x, z]yd{z) - 0, for all x, y, z e I. (3.4.2) 
For any w E I, replace x by wx in (3.4.2) and use (3.4.2), to get [w, z]xyd(z) = 0, 
for all x,y,z e I and hence [w, z]xRId{z) = {0}. Thus, the primeness of R implies 
that for each z G / , either Id{z) = {0} or [w, z\x = 0. The set of z G J for which 
these two properties hold are additive subgroups of / whose union is / . Therefore 
by the Brauer's criterion either Id{z) = {0}, for all z G / or [w, zjx = 0, for all 
X, w, z G / . If Id{z) = {0}, for all z G / , then IRd{z) = {0}, for all z G / . Since 
I ^ {0} and R is prime, the above expression gives that d{z) = 0, for all z G / . 
This impUes that d{zr) = 0, for all for all z G / , r G i?. Hence it follows that 
zd{r) = 0 i.e., IRd[r) = {0}. Since / ^ {0}, and as i? is prime we have d{r) = 0, 
for all r E R, a. contradiction. On the other hand if [w, z]x = 0, for all x,w,z G / , 
then [w, z]RI — {0}, for all w,z E I. The primeness of R impMes that [w, z] = 0, 
for all w,z E I and hence we get the required result. 
Theorem 3.4.2 ([7, Theorem 2.2]). Let i2 be a prime ring and / be a non-zero 
ideal of R. If R admits a generalized derivation F associated with a non-zero 
derivation d such that F{xy)-\-xy G Z{R), for all x, y E I then, R is commutative. 
Proof. If F is a generalized derivation such that F{xy)+xy G Z{R), for aU x, y G 
/ , then generahzed derivation ( - F ) satisfies the condition {-F){xy)-xy G Z{R), 
for all x,y G / and hence by Theorem 3.2.1, R is commutative. 
Theorem 3.4.3 ((7, Theorem 2.3]). L<^ t R ho a prime ring and / be a non-zero 
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ideal of R. If R admits a generalized derivation F associated with a non-zero 
derivation dsuch that F{xy) — yx G Z{R), for all x,y G I then R is commutative. 
Proof. Given that F{xy)-yx G Z{R), for all x,y G / . If F = 0, then yx G Z{R), 
for all x,y E: I. Using the same arguments as used in the beginning of the proof 
of Theorem 3.2.1, we get the required result. 
Now, onwards we shall assume that F ^ 0. For any x,y G / , we have 
F{xy) — yx G Z{R). This can be rewritten as F{x)y + xd{y) — yx G Z{R), for 
all x,y & I i.e., 
[F{x)y + xd{y) - yx,r] = 0, for all x,yel, r e R. (3.4.3) 
The above expression implies that, 
[Fix), r\y + F(x)[y, r] + [x, r]d{y) + x[d{y), r] = [y, r]x + y[x, r]. (3.4.4) 
Ilcpiacing y by yr in (3.4.4), we obtain 
{[F{x), r]y+F{x)[y, r]+[x, r]d{y)+x[d{y), r])r+[x, r]yd{r)+xy[d{r), r]+x[y, r]d{r) 
= [y, r]rx + yr[x, r]. (3.4.5) 
Usmg (3.4.4) in (3.4.5), we find that 
[y,r][x,r]+y[[x,r],r]+[x,r]yd{r)+x[y,r]d{T)+xy[d{r),r] — 0, for allx,y ^ I, r ^ R. 
(3.4.6) 
Now, replace y by xy in (3.4.6) and using (3.4.6) we get, 
[x, r]xyd{7-) + [x, r]y[x, 7] - 0, for all x,y e I,r e R. (3.4.7) 
Further replacing r by r + x in (3.4.7) and use (3.4.7), we get [x,r]xyd{x) = 0 for 
all .7;, y G / , re R. This yields that [x, i-]xR]d{x) = {0}. Thus the primeness of R 
shows that f(;r each x G / either [x,r]x = 0 or Jd{x) = {()}. If [x,r]x = 0, for all 
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r e R, then replace r by rs, to get [x, r]sx ~ 0, for all r,s & Rov [x, r]Rx = {0}. 
Again as R is prime we have that x = 0 or [x,r] = 0. But at the same time 
X = 0 also imphes that [x, r] = 0, for all r ^ R. Thus, it remains only to dispose 
of the case when for each x e / either [x, r] = 0 .or d{x) = 0. The sets of the 
elements of / for which these two conditions holds are additive subgroups of I 
whose union is / ; consequently, we must have either [x, r] = 0, for all x £ 7, r G i? 
or d{I) = {0}. But if d{I) = {0} then d = 0, a contradiction. Thus, [x,r] - 0, 
for all X e 7, r G R. Therefore 7 is central and so R is commutative. 
Using the similar arguments as above, we can also prove the following: 
Theorem 3.4.4 ([7, Theorem 2.4]). Let /? be a prime ring and 7 be a non-zero 
ideal of R. If 72 admits a generahzed derivation F associated with a non-zero 
derivation dsuch that F{xy)+yx G Z{R), for all x,y € I then, R is commutative. 
Theorem 3.4.5 ([7, Theorem 2.6]). Let 7? be a prime ring and 7 be a non-zero 
ideal of R. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(z) R admits a generalized derivation 7" associated with a non-zero derivation 
d such that F{xy) - xy G Z{R) or F{xy) + xy ^ Z{R), for all x,y e I; 
{ii) R admits a generalized derivation 7" associated with a non-zero deriva-
tion d such that F{xy) — yx G Z{R) or F{xy) 4- yx G Z{R), for all x,y ^ I; 
{hi) R is commutative. 
Proof. Trivially we have, {Hi) = > (i) and (m) ==^ {ii). 
{i) => {Hi). For each fixed x G 7, we put J = {y G 7 | F{xy) — xy G Z{R)} and 
JL = {y G 7 I F{xy)+xy G Z{R)}. Then it can be easily seen that J and L are two 
additive subgroups of I whose union is 7. Thus, by Brauer's trick, either J = I 
ox L = I. Further, using similar arguments we find that 7 = {x G 7 | 7 = 7} or 
i = {;/• G i ! i = L}. Therefore, R is commutative by Theorems 3.4.1 and 3.4.2. 
(ii) ==^ (in). For each fixed x G / , we put J = {y e I \ F{xy)—yx e Z{R)} 
and L = {y ^ I \ F{xy) + yx e Z{R)}. Then it can be easily seen that ./ 
and L are two additive subgroups of / whose union is / . Thus, by Brauer's 
trick, either J = / or L = / . Finther, using similar arguments we find that 
/ = {x e / I / = J } or 7 = {a; € / I / = L}. Therefore, R is commutative by 
Theorems 3.4.3 and 3.4.4. 
Remark. The following example shows that the above theorem does not holds 
true for arbitrary rings. Consider S as any ring, / ? = < ( _ „ ) | a , fee-S? and 
/ = < ( „ j | & e S ' > b e a n ideal of R. Define F : R^ R as follows 
F{x) = 2e iiX—xcii. Then i*" is a generalized derivation with associated derivation 
d given by d{x) = enx — xen. It can be easily seen that R satisfies the given 
criterion. However, R is not commutative. 
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CHAPTER 4 
HIGHER DERIVATIONS ON PRIME RINGS 
§4.1. Introduction 
Let D = {dn)n^ t)e a family of additive maps dn • R -> R- Then D is 
said to be higher derivation (resp. Jordan higher derivation) on Rii do = IR and 
dn{(^b) = J2 dt{a)dj{b) (resp. ^^(a^) = X^  di{a)dj{a)) for all a, 6 G i? and for 
i+j=n i-\-j=n 
each n &N. 
Section 4.2 deals with the concept of higher derivations, which are also known 
to be Hasse-Schmidt derivations as they were first introduced by F. Hasse and 
F.K. Schmidt [45]. Further in this section generalization of the classical result 
due to Herstein [47] which states that on a 2-torsion free prime ring every Jordan 
derivation is a derivation, is obtained concerning higher derivation in prime rings. 
Further, it is shown that under certain restrictions on a semi-prime ring, every 
Jordan higher derivation is a higher derivation. 
In Section 4.3 a result due to Haetinger [44] has been included which presents 
an extension of the previously proven results just for the action of derivations on 
the whole ring. Here the action of higher derivations on Lie ideals have been 
investigated. 
Motivated by the concept of generalized derivation, Cortes and Haetinger 
[32] introduced the concept of generalized higher derivation in rings as follows: 
Let F — {fi)i^ be a family of additive mappings of R such that /o = IR 
then, F is said to be a generalized higher derivation (GHD) if there exists a 
higher derivation (HD) D — (di).^ of R such that for every n E N we have 
fn{ah) = Yl fii<^)dj{b), for all a, 6 G R. Finally in the last section 4.4, of this 
chapter generalization of a result due to Ashraf and Nadeem [1] in the context of 
generalized higher derivations, is included. 
§4.2. Higher derivations on prime and semi-prime rings 
Following Hasse and Schmidt [45], we define the concept of higher derivations 
as foUows: 
Definition 4.2.1. A family D = {dn)^^ ^^ mappings on a ring R is said to be 
Higher Derivation (ifZ))(resp. Jordan Higher Derivation (JHD) if; 
(i) do = 7^. 
{a) dn{a + b) = dn{a) + dn{b). 
{Hi) dn (ah) = Y. di (a) dj (6) (resp. d„(a^) = Y. di (a) dj (a)) 
i + j = n i+j=n 
holds for all a, 6 G i? and for each n ^N. 
Example 4.2.1. Let i? be a ring. If we put do = ^R, and for any a £ R 
define 
dn{x) = (-l)''{xa^ - O M " - ^ ) = (-l)"(a;a - ax)a"-^ for n > l,a: G R, then 
D = {dn)n^ is a higher derivation on R. 
Proof. We'll prove by induction on n. 
Consider di (x) = ax — xa, which is an iimer derivation and so is a derivation. 
It is easy to see that d^^x) = —d„_i(x)a = (—l)"~^di(a:)a"'~^ for all n >2. 
m 
Suppose that dm{xy) = Yl, diix)dm-i{y), for aU x, y G R and 2 < m < n. Now 
i=0 
using the above statements and hypothesis on induction we have, 
dm+i{xy) = -dm{xy)a = -Y^di{x)dm-i{y)a 
rn—l 
-xdm{y)a - di{x)dm-i{y)a - dm{x)ya - ^ di{x)dm-i{y)a 
i=2 
m—\ 
-xdrniy)a'-di{x)d^-i{y)a-dm{x)ay+drn{x){ay-ya)-y^di{x)dm-i{y)a 
i=2 
TO—1 
{y) + dj{x)dmiy) + drn+i{x)y + drn{x)di{y) + ^di{x)d„,+i^i{y) 
m+1 
^di{x)d,„,+ i-t{y) 
1=0 
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Thus, D = {di)^^ is a higher derivation. 
Example 4.2.2. Let R be an algebra over Q the field of rationals. Define d, = —, 
for alln EN. Then the sequence D = ( d t ) , ^ is a higher derivation on R for all 
a,be R. 
Proof. As obtained previously, we shall use induction on n to prove the claim 
STEPl:rfo(a6) = ^ ^ = a6 
d, (ab) = ^ - | ^ = S (ah) = aS (b) + S{a)b = adi{b) + d^{a)b 
d2 (ab) = ^ = ^-{5 (ab)) = ^ {a5 (6) +S (a) b) 
= I (a^' (6) + (^  (a) 5 (6) + 5^  (a) 6 + 5 (a) 5 (6)) 
= a ^ + <5(a)M )^ + - ^ ^ 
= ad-i {b) + di (a) dy (b) + ^2 (a) i>-
STEP 2: Suppose dt = — defines higher derivation on R for each i < n. 
!^ 
Consider, d„ (a6) = — \ - ^ = - 5 ^ = -S (4_ i {ab}) 
n\ n \ [n — ly. J n 
Applying the hypothesis of induction on d„_i _ we have 
d„ (a6) - -5 E ^^  («) ^ "-^ -^  (^ ) H -M E 
\ J = 0 / \ j = 0 -^  ^ •" 
^ n—\ n—\ 
n—1 n—1 - n—1 
-: ^dj (a)dn- j (^) ^dj{a)<U,-^{b)j -f - ^(/j+i(a)(/„_i_,(6)j 
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+ ~Xl^J+ i {a)dn-i-j{b) 
n—\ ^ n—2 
1 1 " 1 " 
+ - 4 - 1 (a) rfi (^) + - y ! <^« (a) dn-i (6) (Z - 1) + - V d, (a) d„_/ [h). 
n n •"—' n •^ —' 
Simplifying further this equality we get, 
n—1 ^ n—2 
(i„(a6) = ^ d j ( a ) 4 - j ( 6 ) di(a)4-i(6) J^dj(a)d„_j(6)j - d„_i(a)di(6) 
J=0 3=2 
1 1 " " ^ 1 
+ -rf„_i(a)rfi(6) + -y^di{a)dr,_i{h)l + d„_i(a)di(6) dn-\{a)di{h) 
n n f—' n 
1=2 
1 " 1 1 '^  
+ dn{a)b - - V d/(a)d„_j(fe) + - di(a)4-i(b) + - V di{a)dn-i{h) 
n ^ n n ^-^ 
1=2 1=2 
n 
= ^dj{a)dn-j{b). 
3=0 
Thus, the family D = {d^) m where, di = — defines higher derivation on R 
i! 
Using similar line of reasoning adopted by Herstein [57], Haetinger [42] proved 
the following; 
Lemma 4.2.1. Let J? be a ring and D ~ {dn)^^ be Jordan higher derivation. 
Then for all a,6,c G i? and each fixed n ^N we have; 
(i) dn{ab+ba) = J ^ f d,(a)dj(6)+rfj(6)dj(a) J 
i+j=n ^ ' 
If R is a 2-torsion free ring then, 
{ii)dniaba)= ^ d^{a)dj{b)dk{a). 
GG 
{ill) dn{abc+cba) =^ N . [dt{a)dj{b)dk{c)+di{c)dj{b)dk{a)]. 
i+j+k=n 
Proof, (i) For a,b ^ R, n^N we have, d„(a^) = V] d, (a)d^ (a). 
So by linearizing the above relation on a we obtain; 
dn({a + bf)= Y, dt{a + b)d,{a + b)^ Yl dt{{a) + (b))du{{a) + (b)). 
t+u=n t+u=n 
= ^ dt{a)du{a)+ ^ dt{a)du{b) 
t+u=n t+u=n 
+ Yl dt{b)d,{a)+ Y dt{b)<L{h) 
t+u=n t+u=n 
Again; 
4 ((o + fe)^) = 4 (a^ + a6 + 6a + 6^ ) = 4 (a^)+4 (a6 + 6a)+4 (&^ ) 
= dn (a6 + 6a) + ^ d, (a) d^  (a) + ^^^ 4 (6) 4 (&) • 
i+ j=n r+s=n 
Comparing the two expressions and reordering the indices we obtain the reqiured 
result. 
[ii). For a,b ^ R, n GN, let w = dn{a{ab + 6a) + (a6 + 6a)a). 
Using (z) and replacing 6 by a6 + 6a we see that, 
w = d„(a(a6 + 6a) + (a6 + 6a)a) = V^ dj(a)dj(a6+6a)+ V] dj(a6 + 6a)dj(a). 
= Y ^'(°) Z^ 4(a)d,(6) + Y ^M) Y dr{b)d,{a) 
i+]=n r+s=j t+j=n r+s=j 
+ E ( E dkia)di{b)+ Y 4(6)d/(a)jd,(a) 
i+j=n ^ k+l=i k+l=t ' 
Using, 
5 ] d,(a) 5 ] 4(6)d,(a)+ ^ 5 ] 4{a)dz(6)d,(a) = 2 J ] d,{a)d,ib)dk{a) 
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we obtain, 
w = ^ '^ d^{a)dr{a)ds{b)+'Y^ '^ dk{b)di{a)dj{a)+2 ^ d^{a)dj{b)dk{a) 
On the other hand, 
w = dn(a{ab+ba)+{ab+ba)a) = dn{{a%+ba'^)+2aba) = dn{a%+ba^)+2dn{aba). 
Now, from (i) and using the fact that D = {dn)^^ is ^ Jordan higher derivation 
w = 2dn{aba)^- ^ ^ 4(a)4(a)dj(6)+ ^ £4(6) ^ dk{a)di(a) 
t+j=nr+s=i t+j=n k+l=j 
= 24(a6o) + X I X I '^'•(a)4(«)<^j(^) + X l X ! ^^^^ X ] '^fc('^)^'(") 
t+ j=nr+s= t i+j=fi fc-|-i=j k+l=j 
Comparing the above two equations and reordering the indices we find that, 
2dn{aba) = 2 N di{a)dj{b)dk{a). As i? is 2-torsion free ring so it follows that 
i+]+k=n 
dn{aba) = ^ d^(a)dj{b)dk{a) 
i+j-\-k=n 
(ill). Suppose a,b,ce R, n^N. We begin by linearizing the previous result, 
replace a by a + c. Consider ^ = dn{{a + c)b{a -\- c)). Since (dn)^^ is a Jordan 
higher derivation we have, 
7 = d„((a + c)6(a + c)) = ^ d^{a +c)dj{b)dk{a +c) 
i+j+k=n 
= J2 d,{a)dj{b)dk{a)+ ^ d,{a)dj{b)dk{c) 
i+j+k=n i+j->rk=n 
+ X d,{c)dj{b)dk{a)^ X d^{c)d,{b)dk{c) 
i+j+k=n i+]+k~n 
= dn{aba)+ ^ d^ (a) dj (b) d^ (c) + ^ (^ J (c) c/^  (6) 4 (a) + 4 (c6c) 
Again, 
7 = (/„((« H c)b{a + c) = d„{aba) + (/^(a/x + c^a) + dn{cbc) 
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Comparing the two equalities and iising the fact that R is 2-torsion free wo get 
the required result. 
For any Jordan higher derivation D and a,b e R, n eN we will denote 0„(a,b) 
as, 
(f>n{a,b) = dn{ab) - ^ d^{a)dj{b) 
i+]=n 
Note that when 4>„(a,b) = 0, for each n eN and for every a,b e R then equiva-
lently we can say that D is a higher derivation. 
Lemma 4.2.2. Let i? be a ring and D = (c^n)„g^ be a Jordan higher derivation 
D on R. Then for all a,b,c & R,n E^N we have; 
(i) (j)n{b,a) = -0„(a,6). 
(M) 0„(a, b + c) = (t)n{a, b) + (pnia, c). 
{in) (t>n{a + b,c) = <j)n{a. c) + 0„(6, c). 
Proof, {i). Let a,b e R. n EN. By the Lemma 4.2.l(z) we have, 
dn{ab)+dn{ba) = dn{ab+ba) — NJ dj(a)dj(5)+ V^ di{b)dj{a) 
or, dn{ab)- ^ d^{a)dj{b) = - ( 4 (&a) - J ^ (i,(6)dj(a) J 
or, 0n{^,a) = -(t)n{a,b). 
{ii). For a,b,c e R, n EN. Consider, 
(t)„{a,b + c) = dn{a{b + c))- ^ di{a)dj{b + c) 
= d„{ab) — y d^{a)dj{b) + dn{ac) - V^ dT,{a)dj{c) 
= 0„(a.6) + 0„(a,c) 
(?/?). Analogously, it can be shown that 0„(a f b,c) = (pn{a,c) + (j)n{b,c). 
m 
Lemma 4.2.3. Let i? be a 2-torsion free ring, n be a natural number and 
D = {dt)^^ be a Jordan higher derivation. If (/»m(a, b) = 0, for each m < n and 
for all a,b e R, then 0„(a, b)r[a, b] + [a, b]r^n{a; b) = 0 , for all r,a,bE R. 
Proof. Let a,b £ R. By the hypothesis (pmia, b) = 0, for each m < n. Therefore, 
(t)m{ct, b)r[a, b] + [a, b]r(l)m{a,, b) — 0, for all r G /? and for each m < n. 
Suppose X = abrba + barab, where a,b,r E R. Then naturally by the Lemma 
4.2.1(zz) we have; 
dn{x) = dn{a{brb)a + b{ara)b) 
y ^ (d^{a)dj{brb)dk{a) + dt{b)dj{ara)dk{b)) 
J2 {d^{a) Y. di{b)dtir)du{b)dk{a)^ 
+ ^ (d,ib) Y, di{a)dt{r)d,{a)dk{b)) 
Y [d^{a)di{b)dt{r)du{b)dk{a) + di{b)di{a)dt{r)dMdk{b)) 
i+l+t+u+k=n 
However by the Lemma 4.2.1 (zn) 
dnix) = dn{{ab)r{ba) + (ba)r{ab)) 
= Y {dp{ab)dg{r)ds{ba) + dp{ba)dg{r)ds{ab)) 
p+g+s=n 
Equalizing the above two expressions, we obtain 
Y dj,{ab)dg{r)d,{ba) - J ^ d^{a)di{b)dt{r)du{b)dk{a) 
p+q+s=n ^J^l-^-t+u+k=^l 
+ Y dp{ba)dq{r)d,{ab) - ^ d,{b)di{a)dt{r)dMdk{b) ^ 0 
p+q+s=n i+l+tMi+k=n 
(4.2.1) 
Initially, calculating the first installment, 
Y dp{ab)d,,{r)d,{ba)= ^ dp{<ib)rd,{ba)+ ^ dp{ab)di{r)d,{ba) 
4- ^ dp{ab)d2{r)ds{ba) + ••• + ^ dp{ab)dn-2{r)ds{ba) 
p+3=n—2 p+s='2 
+ \ dp{ab)dn-i{r)ds(ba) + abdn(r)ba 
p + s = l 
= abrdn{ba) + dn{ab)rba + ^J^p("'')''<^s(^ct) -\-^^dp{ab)d\{r)ds{ba) 
p+s=n p - | - s=n - l 
p,s<n—l 
+ ^ c^(afe)(/2(rK(^«) + ••• + X ] dp{ab)dn-2ir)ds{ba) 
p-f-s=n—2 p + s = 2 
+ a6rf„_i(r)(fi(6a) + 2 J dp{ab)dn-i(r)ds{ba) + abdn(r)ba. 
p+s=l 
= abrdn{ba) + dn{ab)rba + V^ dp{ab)rds{ba) + V^ dp{ab)di{r)ds{ba) 
p+3=n p+s=n—1 
p,s<n—1 
+ ^ dp{ab)d2{r)d^{ba) + •••+ J ^ dp{ab)dn-2{r)ds{ba) 
p+s=n—2 p+s=2 
+ abdn-i{r)diba + di{ab)dn-i{r)ba + abdn{r)ba. 
Now, by the initial hypothesis that (j)m{o;b) = 0, for all m < n and applying it 
we have, 
Y^ dp{ab)dg{r)ds{ba) — abrdn{ba)+dn{ab)rba 
p+q+s=n 
p+s=n i+j=p u+k=s 
p,s<n—1 
+ ^ ^ di(aH(?jK(r) ^ 4(6)4(a) + ---
p+s=n—1 i+j=p u-\-k=s 
•••+ Y^ Y^ di{a)dj{b)dn-2{r) ^ d^{b)dk{a) 
p+s=n-2 i+j=p u-i-k=s 
+abdr,-i{r)di{b)a + abdn-i{r)bdi{a)+ di{a)bdn-i{r)ba + adi(b)dn-i{r)bcH abdn{r)ba. 
Now, we are able to write the set'ond installment of (4.2.1) as; 
J2 dJa)di{b)d,{r)d.Mh.{a) = ^ d,,{a)di{b)rd.,.{b)dk{a) 
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+ J2 di{a)di{b)di{r)du{b)dk{a) + ••• 
i+l+u+k=n—l 
h 2 ^ di{a)di{b)dn-i{r)du{b)dk{a) + abdn{r)ba 
i+l+u+k=l 
= abr^ du{b)dk{a) + ^ di{a)di{b)rba + ^ di{a)di{b)rdu{b)dk{a) 
u+k=n i4-i=n i-\-l+u+k=n 
l<i+l<n-\ 
l<u-^k<n 1 
+ J2 di(a)di(b)di{r)d^(b)dk{a)+-• • + ^ di(a)di(b)dn-2(r)du(b)dk(a) 
i+l+u+k=n-l i+l+u+k=2 
+ di{a)bdn-i{r)ba + adi{b)dn-i{r)ba + abdn-i{r)di{b)a 
+ abdn-i{r)bdi{a) + abdn{r)ba. 
Calculating the difference between the first two installments of (4.2.1) and using 
the above expressions we get; 
^ dp{ab)dq{r)ds{ba) - ^ di{a)di{b)dt{r)du{b)dk{a) 
p+q+s=n i+l->rt+u+k=n 
= 0ri{", b)rba + ab(f>n{b, a). 
With entire analogous reasoning we can verify that 
^ dp{ba)dq{r)ds{ab) - ^ di{h)di{a)dt{r)du{b)dk{a) 
p+q+s=n i+l+t+u+k=n 
= <j)n{b, a)rab + ba4)n{o-. b). 
Therefore, from equation (4.2.1) it follows that; 
0„(a, b)rba + abr(j)n{b, a) + (pn{b, a)rab + bar(j)n{a, b) = 0. 
Using the Lemma 4.2.6(z), we have 
0 = (/)„(a, b)rba - abr(p„{a, b) — <^n(a, b)7-ab + bar(pn{a, b) 
= (prtia, b)r{ba — ab) + {bo, — ab)r(f)n{a., b) 
= (pn{a,b)r[b,a] + [6,a]r0„(a,6) 
= -4)n(a, b)r[a, b] - [a, b]r(f>n{a, b) 
= (j)n{a,b)r[a,b] + [a, 6]r(/)„(a, fo), which is the sought after result. 
Lemma 4.2.4. Let D = (rfn)„g^^ be a higher derivation on the ring R. Then 
di{Z{R)) C Z{R) for each iGN. 
Proof. We will proceed by induction on n. 
Let a € Z{R). Since, ab — ba, for all 6 G i?, hence dn{ab) = dn{ba), for each 
neN. 
For n = 0, the result is obvious. Now, di{ab) = di{ba) and so adi(6) + rfi(a)6 = 
bdi{a)+di{b)a as odi(6) = di{b)a, for all a € Z(i2). It follows that di{a)b = bdi{a) 
for all 6 6 i?, a G .^(72). Hence, di(Z{R)) C ^(i?). By the hypothesis of induction 
suppose that dm{Z{R)) C Z{R), for each m < n. We have dn{ab) = dn{ba) for 
all 6 G i? or ^ di{a)dj{b) = X) di{b)dj{a). Therefore, 
i4-i=ra i+j=n 
adn{b) + di{a)dn-i{b) + d,2{a)dn-2{b) + d3{a)dn-3{b) + • • • 
• • • + dn-2{0')d2{b) + dn-i{a)di{b) + d,^{a)h 
= bdn{a) + di(b)d„_i(a) + d2{b)dn-2{a) + d3(^)^n-3{a) + • • • 
h (4j-2(&)<i2(a) + rf,i_i(6)di(a) + 4(6)a 
Using drji(Z'(i?)) C 2'(i?), for each m < n, we have dn{a)b = bdn{a). By the 
hypothesis of induction, dj(a)dn-i(^) = c?n-i{^)< i^(a), for all 0 <i <n—l. 
Similarly, dn{Z{R)) C Z{R) for each n Gl^. 
Lemma 4.2.5. Let i? be a 2-torsion free semi-prime ring and D = {dn)^^^ be a 
Jordan higher derivation on R. If (f>m{o-i fe) = 0 for each m < n and for all a,b (^ R 
then; 
(z)<?!.„(a,fc)G^(7?) 
(M) 0n(a,^)M,c] = 0, for all a,b,c,d G R, n G ^ . 
Proof, {i) By the hypothesis of the Lenmia 4.2.3 and by the Lenuna 1.3.3, 
(j)n{a, b)x[a, b] = [a, b]x(t)„{a, b) = 0, for all a, b, :r G R (4.2.2) 
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Linearize the above expression w.r.t b and using the Lemma 4.2.2(n) 
0 = (pn{(^, b + c)x[a, b + c] 
= (f)n{a, b)x[a, b] + 0„(a, b)x[a, c] + 4>n{a, c)x[a, b] + 0„(a, c)x[a, c] 
= (t)n{a, b)x[a, c] + (j)n{a, c)x[a, b]. 
Therefore, </'n(a, b)x[a, c] = — (/)„(a, c)x[a, b]. 
Consider, (^ra(a, b)x[a, c])t/(0n(a, b)x[a, e]) 
= (0„(a, 6)x[o, c])y(-0„(a, c)a;[a, b]) 
= -(f)n{a,b){x[a,c]y(l)nia,c)x)[a,b] = 0, for all a,b,c,x,y e R 
As, i? is semi-prime hence, 
0„(o,&)x[a,c] = 0, for all a,b,c,x e R (4.2.3) 
Linearize (4.2.3) w.r.t a, we have 
0 = (f>n(o. + d, b)x[a + d, c] 
= (l)n{a, b)x[a, c] + (/!)„(a, b)x[d, c] + 0n(rf, b)x[a, c] + 0n(d, b)x[d, c] 
= 0„(a, 6)a:[d, c] + ^n(^, *)a;[a, c] 
Therefore, 0n(a, 6)2r[(i, c] = -(t>n{d, b)x[a, c]. 
Now, ((^„(a,6)a;[d,c])?/(0„(a,6)a;[d,c]) = (0„(a,6)x[d,c])y(-0„(c/,6)x[a,c]) 
= -0„(a,6)(x[d,c]#n(rf,6)x)[a,c] = 0 
As R is semi-prime so, (f)n{a-, b)x[d, c] = 0, for all a, b,c,x € R. 
In particular, 
[0„(a, 6), c]x[(l)n{a, b), c] = (0n(a, b)c - c4)n{a, 6))x[0n(a, &), c] 
= 0„(a, 6)(cx)[<?!>„(a, 6), c] - c^„(a, 6)2:[(/:.„(a, 6), c] 
= 0, for all a, b,c,x E R. 
Therefore, [^^(o, 6),c] = 0, for all a,b,c E R. i.e., (f>nia,b)c— c(f)n{a,b) = 0 or 
0„(a,6)c = c(pnia,b), for all c 6 i?. Hence, 0„(a,6) G ^ (i?) for all a,b € R,n eN. 
(ii). As, (j)n{a,b)x[d,c] = 0, for all a; € i? and (pn{a',b) G ^(/J) , for all a,b e 
R, neN. 
It follows that (f)n{a,b)[d,c]x(f)n{a,b)[d,c] = 0 for all x E R. As R is semi-prinic 
we are able to conclude that (/!>„(a,b)[d,c] = 0, for all a,b,c,dE R,n E N. 
Theorem 4.2.1 ([42, Theorem 2.L10]). Let R he a prime 2-torsion free ring and 
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D — {dn)neN ^^ ^ Jordan higher derivation on R. Then D is a higher derivation. 
Proof. Let a,b E R, n E N. We are then going to show that 0n(o, b) — 0, for each 
n e N. We'll proceed by induction on n. Aheady, we know that 0o(a, b) = 0. 
Suppose by the hypothesis of induction that ^m(a, b) = Q for all m < n. As 
di{ab) = ^ di{a)dk{b) and now we will be able to use the Lemma 4.2.4 for each 
l+k=i 
i <m. 
Case 1: Let a and b G Z{R), so ab = ba and d(a6) = d(6a). By the Lemma 
4.2.l(i) and 4.2.4, we have 2dn{ab) = 2 ^ di{a)dj{b). Since R is 2-torsion free, 
dn{ab) — ^ di[a)dj{b). Hence, D is a higher derivation. 
Case 2: If a ^ ^(-R) or 6 ^  Z{R). Then without the loss of generality, we'll be able 
to suppose that b ^  Z{R). Remembering that R is particularly a semi-prime ring, 
using Lemma 4.2.5(n), we find that 0„(o,b)[d,c] = 0 for all a,b,c,d E R, n £N. 
In particular, (f)n{a,b)[b,c] = 0, for each c £ R. Consequently, (f)n{a,b) e T{b), 
where T{b) = {r e R\ r{bx — xb) = 0, for all x G J?}. As i? is prime ring and 
b ^ Z{R), we have r^.(fl> b) = 0. 
Our objective here is to show that in a semi-prime 2-torsion free ring each 
higher Jordan derivation is a higher derivation. In the previous section we have 
deduced the preliminaries necessary for showing the following 
Theorem 4.2.2 {[42, Theorem 2.2.1]). Let /? be a 2-torsion free semi-prime 
ring and D = {dn)^^ be a Jordan higher derivation on R. Then Z) is a 
higher derivation. 
Proof. We will be showing that 0n(G,b) = 0, for all a,b E R, n EN. Suppose 
by the hypothesis of induction that ^m(a, b) = Q for all m < n. Since, (pnio., b) = 
--(pn{b,a). Therefore, 
2((/)„(a, b)f = 0„(a, &)0„(a, b) + (j)n{a, b)(f)n{a, b) 
= (pnia, b)(/)nia, b) 4- <^„(a, b)(-(f),,{b, a)) 
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= (f)nia, b) (dn{ab) - dn{ba)) + J^ {ck{a)dj{b) - d,{b)dj{a) j 
By the Lemma 4 2.5{ii), (j)n{o.,b) ^ [d,(a),dj(6)] = 0. Hence, the above expres-
sion reduces to 
2(0(a,6))2 = (/)„(a,6K([a,6]) (4 2 4) 
By the Lemma 4.2.5(2) it can be seen that (l>n{o,b) € Z{R). Hence, we have 
0 = 2(pn{a, b)[a, b] = (t)n{a, b)[a, b] + (f)n{a, b)[a, b] = (j)n{a, b)[a, b] + [a, b](f)n{a, b) 
Thus, 0 = dni4>nia, b)[a, b] + [a, b](j)n{a, b) 
= Y. U<t>n{a,b))dj{[a,b]) + ^ d,([a,6])rf,((^„(a,&)) 
= (t)n{a, b)dn{[a, b]) + d„([a, 6](/>„(a, b) 
+ Y, (MMa,b))d,{[a,b]) + d,([a,6])cJ,(0„(a,b))) 
l < t < n - l 
+ dn{<l)n{a, b))[a, b] + [a, b]dn{(f)n{a, b)) 
As (j)n{0',b) G Z{R), it follows that; 
20„(a, b)dn{[a, &]) + X ] ( ^(^(^^ b))dj{[a, b]) + dj{[a, 6])(4(0„(a, b) j 
l<i<n 
+ dn{(j)n{a, b))[a. b] + [a, 6]dn(0n(a, 6)) = 0 
Using (4.2.4) we obtain, 
4(0„(a,6))2 + Y U{Ma,b))d,{[a,b]) + d,{[a,b])d,{<f>n{a,b))] 
l < i < n 
+ dniM^h b))[a, b] -f [a, b]dn{(l)nia, b)) = 0 (4 2 5) 
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By the hypothesis of induction we have <^ m(<i, b) = 0 for each m < n. We will 
show under these conditions (t)n{a,b)dk{[a,b]) = 0 for each k < m. In fact, for 
k = 0, the result is valid by the Lemma 4.2.5(M). Suppose, (pn{a,b)di{[a,b]) = 0 
for each I < k. 
Then, 0„(a, b)dk{[a, b]) = (f>n{a, b)dk{ab-ba) 
= (j)n{a, b)dk{ab) - ^„(o, b)dk{ba) 
But, (pkia, 6) = 0 for fc < n. Therefore, dk{ab) = V^ di{a)dj{b), for A; < n. 
Consequently we get, 0„(a, 6)rffc([a, 6]) = ^„(a, 6) I ^ {di{a)dj{b)-di{b)dj{a) 1 
= (^„(a,6) ^ K ( a ) , d , ( 6 ) ] = 0. 
Hence, 0n(a, t)t?fe([a, b]) = 0, for each k < m. Now, multiplying (4.2.5) by 
(t>n{a,b) e Z{R), it follows that A{(f)n{a,b)Y = 0. As, R is 2-torsion free so 
((/)„(a, 5))^ = 0. Remembering that semi-prime rings do not possess non-zero 
nilpotent elements, so we conclude that finally ^n(Q, b) = 0, which completes the 
proof of the theorem. 
§4.3. Higher Derivation On Lie Ideals 
In 1984, Awtar [10] proved that if f/ is a Lie ideal of a 2-torsion free prime 
ring satisfying u^ ^ U for all u E U and d : R-^ Ris an additive map such that 
d\ij IS a Jordan derivation of U into R then d\u is a higher derivation of U into 
R. Recently Haetinger [44] generalized Awtar's theorem as follows; 
Theorem 4.3.1 ([44, Theorem 2.1]). Let i? be a 2-torsion free prime ring and 
U be a non-central Lie ideal of R such that u^ ^ U, ior all u € U. If D is a 
.lordaii higher derivation of U into R, then D is a higher derivation of U into R. 
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Remark. Assume that [/ is a Lie ideal satisfying the condition li^ e U for all 
u ^U. Fovu,v e U, {v,v+vu) = {u+vf—{u'^+v^) G U. Also, uv—vu = [u,v\ G V 
and so it follows that 2uv G U. Hence, Auvw = 2{2uv)w G U for every u,v,w E U. 
We shall use this fact subsequently in our discussion without any specific mention. 
A result obtained by Lanski & Montgomery [60] is stated below which is 
pertinent in proving the fm t^her results, 
Lemma 4.3.1. Let f/i, f/2 be Lie ideals of a prime ring R with [Ui, U2] Q Z{R). 
Then either Ui C Z{R) or U2 C Z{R). 
Lemma 4.3.2. Let i? be a 2-torsion free semi-prime (resp. prime) ring and 
U % Z{R), V? G U, for every ueU.lia,be R (resp. aeU,be R) are such that 
axb + bxa — 0 for every x ^ R (resp. x G t/) then axb = bxa = 0 for every x e R 
(resp. a = 0 or 6 = 0) . 
Proof. Take a,b e R (resp. a G U,b £ R), then we have arb = —bra for 
every r E R (resp. r G U). Now, for x,y ^ R (resp. x,y £ U), we obtain 
Aaxbyaxb = 4{—bxa)yaxb — —b{Axay)a{xb) = a{ixay)b{xb) = a{4xay)b{xb) = 
Aaxaybxb = —Aaxbyaxb. Thus, axbyaxb = 0 for every x,y £ R (resp. x,y G U). 
Hence, ax6 = 0 for all a; G -R (resp. axfe = 0, for all x G t/) or axb = 0 = bxa for 
every x G i? (resp. Q = 0 or 6 = 0, by Lemma 1.3.18). 
Lemma 4.3.3. Let i? be a 2-torsion free semi-prime (resp. prime) ring and 
U 2 Z{R), 1^ G f/, for every u &U. Let Gi, G2, • • • , GT? be additive subgroups of 
R. 5 : Gi X G2 X • • • X Gn -^ ^ and T : Gi x G2 x • • • x G„ -> i? be the mappings 
which are additive in each argument. If <S(ai, 02, • • • , a„)xr(ai, 02, • • • , a„) = 0, 
for every x e R (resp. x G t/), Oj G Gt, z = 1,2, • • • , n then, 5(ai, 02, • • • , a„)x 
T{bi,b2,--- ,bn) = 0, for every x G -R, ai,6i G Gj, i = 1,2, ••• ,n. (resp. 
5(01,02, • • • , a„) = 0, for every a, G G ,^ i = 1,2, • • • , n or T{bi,b-2, • • • ,6„) = 0, 
for every b^ e G^, i = 1,2,- • • ,n). 
Proof. It is sufhcient to prove the th(X)rem for the case n = 1. If S{a)xT{a) = 0, 
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for every x G R (resp. x e U) a e Gi, we have, {T{a)xS{a))y{T{a)xS{a)) = 0 
for every x,y £ R (resp. x,y G U). Hence, T{a)xS{a) = 0 for every x e R 
(resp. T{a)xS{a) = 0, for every x e U, by the Lemma 1.3.18), a e G. Linearize 
S{a)xT(a) = 0, we obtain S{a)xT{b)+S{b)xT{a) = 0, for every x £ R (resp. x G 
U)a,be Gi. Hence, {S{a)xT{b))y{Sia)xT{b)) = - {S{a)xT{b))y(S{b)xT{a)) = 
0, for every x,y e R (resp. x,y e U). Thus, S{a)xT{b) = 0, for every x e R 
(resp. S'(a) = 0 or r(6) = 0 by the Lemma 1.3.18). 
Lemma 4.3.4. Let Rhea, ring, U a Lie ideal of R and D = (<ij), e ^ be a J i7D 
of U into i?, then for every u,v,w eU and for n eN,we have: 
(z) d„(MU + w ) = ^ {d^{u)dj{v) + c/j(u)dj(M)), 
(M) dniuvu) = Y^ d^(u)dj{v)dk{u), 
i+j+k=n 
(ill) dn{uvw+vjvu) = Y^ {di{u)dj{v)dk{w)+d^{w)dj{v)dk{u)). 
(+?+fc=n 
The proof of this is similar to the corresponding proof of Lemma 4.2.1 
For every JHD, D = (di)^^ of U into R we put 
(f)n{u, v) = dn{u, v) — V^ {dt(u)dj{v), for every u,v ^U,n EN. 
Note that 0„(M, V) = 0, for every u, i; G h\ n E N ii and only if Z) is a HD of L'^  
into /?. 
The proofs of the next two Lemmas run parallel to those of of Lemma 4.2.2(2) 
and Lemma 4.2.3 respectively. 
Lemma 4.3.5. Let 7? be a ring, U a Lie ideal of R and D ^ {di)^^ is a Jordan 
higluT derivation of U into R then 0„ is additive in each aigument. Also, for 
ev(>iv a,v e U,n G N, we have <jf>„(w, v) =- —(f)n{v-,u). 
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Lemma 4.3.6. Let Rhe a 2-torsion free prime ring and U a Lie ideal of B. such 
that u^ eU for every u eU. Then if (^„i('u,v) = 0 for every u,v eU and m < n, 
then (j)n{u,v)w[u,v] + [u,v]w(j)n{u^v) = 0, for every ft; G U. 
Now, we are well eqmpped to prove the main Theorem of this section 
Proof of Theorem 4-3.1. Let U he a, Lie ideal of R such that U % Z{R), 
u^ ^U for every u e U, and D a JHD of U into R. Then by definition we have 
(J)Q(U, V) = 0. Also, (pi{u, v) = 0 for every u,v e U. We proceed by induction. As-
sume that 0TO(W,f) = 0 i.e., ^^(w,f) = 53 di{u)dj{v) for every u,v EU, m <n. 
Take u,v E U. By Lemma 4.3.6, we have 0„(M, U)W[M,U] + [u,v]w(l)n{u,v) = 0, 
for every u,v,w £ (7. It follows from Lemma 4.3.2 that i^n{u,v)w[u,v] — 0, for 
all u,v,w G U. Thus Lemma 4.3.3 implies that <pn{ui,vi)w[u2,V2] = 0, for every 
Ui,Vi,w E U, i = 1,2. Further by Lemma 1.3.18 we have 4>n{u\,vi) = 0 or 
['"'2,1^ 2] = 0 Using Lemma 4.3.1, we get the required result. 
It is a natural to question whether the above Theorem also holds true for 
Lie ideals in semi-prime ring. The following example shows that the result of 
Theorem 4.3.1 is no more true in this case. 
Example 4.3.1. Let F be a field and let S be the ring of all polynomials over 
F in non-connnuting indeterminates x and y with zero constant term. Further 
let T be any semi-prime algebra over F and put R = S x T. Thus, [7 = 5 x 0 
is a Lie ideal of R. such that u^ E U for all u G U. Define, g : R ^ R hy 
g{p,t) = (a — b)to G r C /?, where p G S, t e T a(resp. b) is the coefficient at 
xy(resp. yx) hi the polynomial p and to / 0 is a fixed element in T. Then it is 
easy to show that g{{p,t)'^) — 0, for every {p,t) e R. However, g{xy,Q) = to / 0-
Hence, g \y is a Jordan derivation and not a derivation of U into R. Now, we 
further fissume that t^ = 0, so that g{uY = 0 for every u e U and define 
^^0 = In, d\ = g and d,, - 0, for every n > 2. Then D - {dt).^ is a Jordan 
higher d(;rivation which is not a higher derivation of U into R. 
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§4.4. Generalized Higher Derivation 
In the previous sections we have gone through the various generahzations 
of the Herstein's well known theorem [47]. Inspired by the concept of Generalized 
derivation Cortes and Haetinger [32] introduced the notion of Generalized higher 
derivations in rings and obtained the conditions under which every Jordan 
generalized higher derivation is generalized higher derivation. 
Definition 4.4.1. Let F ^ {fi)i^ be a family of additive mappings of R such 
that fo = IR. F is said to be : 
a generalized higher derivation (GHD) if there exists a higher derivation 
(HD) D = {di).^ of R such that for every neN v^e have fniab) — Y^ fi{a)dj{b), 
for all a,b & R, 
a generalized Jordan higher derivation (G JHD) if there exists a higher deriva-
tion (HD) D = (<^i)ie^ of R such that for every n e N we have /„{a^) = 
J2 fi{(^)dj{o,), for all a,b ^ R. 
i+j=n 
It is clear from the above definition that, / i is generalized Jordan derivation. 
Similarly, if U is a Lie ideal of R, then the family of additive mappings of R, 
D = (di).^ is said to be a higher derivation (HD)( Jordan higher derivation 
(JHD)) of U into R and a family of additive mapping oi R, F = ifi)^^ is said to 
be a generaUzed higher derivation (GHD)( generalized Jordan higher derivation 
(GJHD)) of U into R in case that the above corresponding conditions are satisfied 
for all a,b eU. 
Recently Ashxaf and Nadeem [1] proved that if a 2-torsion free ring R has a 
commutator which is not a zero divisor, then every generahzed Jordan derivation 
of 7? is a generalized derivation of R. On the other hand Ferrero and Haetinger 
[38] generalized Herstein's theorem for higher derivations (cf. Theorems 4.4.1 and 
4.4.2). In a very recent paper Cortes and Haetinger [32] extended these results 
for generalized higher (k^iivations as follows: 
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Theorem 4.4.1 ([32, Theorem 1.3]). Let R he a 2-torsion free ring and U a 
square closed Lie ideal of iR. If R has a commutator which is not a right zero 
divisor then every GJHD of U into /? is a GHD of U into R. 
For every fixed n eN and for each x,y eU we denote by 5n{x,y) the element 
of R defined by 5„(x,y) = /„(a;y) — ^ ft{x)dj{y). It is easy to see that 8n is 
i+]=n 
additive wrt to both the argmnents. Moreover, if (5„ = 0 then F = {fi}^^ is 
GHD of U into R. 
Following lemmas are needed to develop the proof of the above theorems: 
Lemma 4.4.1. Let i? be a 2-torsion free ring, U a square closed Lie ideal of R 
and F — {fi)^^ a GJHD of U into R. Then for each fixed n eN and for every 
x,y,z e U, the following holds: 
(i) fn{xy + yx)= Y^ {f,{x)dj{y) + Uy)dj{x)), 
(a) fn{xyx) = YJ Mx)dj{y)dk{x), 
i+j+k=n 
{ill) fnixyz + zyx) = ^ (f,{x)dj{y)dk{z) + f,{z)dj{y)dkix)) 
i+j+k—n 
Proof, (i) We have 
dn{x + yY= ^ d,{x + y)dj{x + y) 
t+j=n 
= ^ {d^{x)dj{x) + d,{x)dj{y) + d,{y)dj{x) + d^{y)dj{y) 
i+3=n 
and 
dn{x + yf = 4(a;2 + xy + yx + y^) 
= dnix'^) + dn{y^) + dn(xy + yx) 
= d„{xy hyx)+ Y. {d,{x)dj{x) + ^ iMy)d.{y) 
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Comparing the above expressions for (i„(x + yy we get the part (^). 
(^^). Now putting w = {x{xy + yx) + (xy + yx)x). Using {%) we get 
dn{w)^ ^ di{x)dj{xy + yx)-{- ^ d^{xy + yx)dj{x) 
= ^ ^ dj(x)4(x)4(y) + 2 ^ <i^(x)cij(y)4(a;) 
i+j=n r+s=n i+_7+fc=n 
+ XI Zl dkiy)di{x)dj{x). 
t+j=n k+l=i 
Also 
d„(u;) = dn{{x^y + y^x) + 2a:y2:) = dn{x'^y + y^x) + 2dn{xyx) 
= 2dn{xyx)+ X X dr{x)d,{x)dj{y) + ^ dj(y) ^ dk{x)di{x) 
t+j=n r-{-s=i t+j=n k+l=] 
Hence, 
24(xya:) = 2 J ] ] (d,{x)d,{y)dkix)^ 
i+j+k=n 
and the result follows because R is 2-torsion free. 
(^ ^ )^. In fact, replacing x by x + 2 in (^^), we obtain for a — [x + z)y{x + z) 
/n(«)= Yl [fz{x)djiy)M^) + M^)d3iy)dkix)j 
+ E (Mx)d,iy)dk{x) + Uz)d,{y)dk{zyj. 
i+j+k=n ^ ^ 
On the other hand, using (ii), 
fn{a) = fnixyz + zyx) + ^ (f,{x)dj{y)dk{x) + Uz)dj{y)dk{z) 
i+j+k=7i ^ ^ 
Comparing the expressions above, the result holds. 
Now, we are ready to prove oiu- mam Theorem, 
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Proof of Theorem 4-4-1- By assumption, there exists elements a and h oiU 
such that c[a, 6] = 0 imphes c = 0 for every c e R. We proceed by induction on 
n GN. Assume that F is a GJHD of U into R and take a,b,x,y G U. 
If n = 1: define (3 = xy{xy) + {xy)yx. Thus 2"^ /? = 2^{xy{xy) + {xy)yx) = 
2{2xy){2xy) + 2(2a;t/)(2yx), where 2a;y, 2yx, 2{1xy){2xy) + 2(2x2/)(22/x) are in 
[/, because [/ is square closed. Now we are ready by ([1, Theorem]), since R is 
2-torsion free and ([1, Lemma 2.1{iv)]) is also true in this case. 
If n = 2: oiu- aim is to show that S2ix,y) = 0, for every x,y G U. To prove 
this, first of ail we will prove that 
52ix,y)[x,y] = 0 for all x,yeU. (4.5.1) 
In fact, replacing z by 4xy in Lemma 4.4.1.(m), we get for P — ixy{xy)+4:{xy)yx, 
f2{P) = 4:{f2{x)yxy + xd2{y)xy + xyd2{xy) + fi{x)di{y)xy 
+ fi{x)ydi{xy) + xdi{y)di{xy) + f2{xy)yx + xyd2{y)x + xy7jd2{x) 
+ fi{xy)di{y)x + fi{xy)ydi{x) + xydi{y)di{x)). 
On the other hand, since F = (fi)-^ is a GJHD and D = (di).^ is a HD, and 
by Lemma 4.4.1.(M), we get 
/2(/3) = 4{f2{xy)xy + fi{xy)di{xy) + xyd2{xy) + f2{x)y'^x + xd2{y'^)x 
+ xy'^d2(x) + fiix)di{y'^)x + fi{x)y^di{x) + xdi{y'^)di{x)) 
= A{f2{xy)xy + fi{xy)di{xy) + f2{x)y^x + xd2{y^)x 
+ xd2{y)yx + xyd2{xy) + xdi{y)di{y)x + xyd2{y)x + xy^d2{x) 
+ f2{x)di{y)yx + fi{x)ydi{y)x + /i(x)y2(ii(x) 
+ xdi{y)ydi{x) + xydi{y)di{x)). 
Comparing the two expressions of f2{0), we obtain 
52{x,y)[x,y] + 6i{x,y)[x,y\di{[x,y\) = 0, since R is 2-torsion free. 
By the case n = 1, Si{x,y) = 0. Therefore, S2{x,y)[x,y] = 0. In particular, 
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52{a, b)\a, b] = 0. Thus 
S2{a,b) = {). (4.4.2) 
Replacing 2; by .x + a in (4.4.1), we get 
52{x,y)[a,y] + (^2(0,y){x, y] - 0, for all x,yeU. (4.4.3) 
Now replace y hy y + b in (4.4.3). We get 
52{x,y)[a, b] + 52(x, b)[a, y] + 52{x, b)[a, b] + ^2(0, y)[x, b] = 0, for all x,y eU. 
(AAA) 
Replacing x by a in (4.4.4), using (4.4.2) and since i? is a 2-torsion free ring, we 
obtain S2{a,y)[a,b\ — 0 for every y EU. Hence we have 
52{a,y) = 0, for&UyeU. (4.4.5) 
Again replace y by 6 in (4.4.3) and use (4.4.2), to get S2{x,b)[a,b] — 0, for every 
X G t/. so we find that 
(^2(x,6) = 0, fora l lxef / . (4.4.6) 
Combining (4.4.4),(4.4.5) and (4.4.6) we have that ^2(^1!/)[«, 6] = 0 and hence 
^2(2;,y) = 0, for every x, y EU. Suppose now that 5s{x,y) = 0, for every x,y EU 
and for all s < n. Using Lemma 4.4.1 (m) we have, for 0 = i(xy(xy) + (xy)yx): 
fn{P) = A( J2 M^)djiy)dkixy) + Yl Uxy)dAy^)dk{x)\. 
^ i+j+k=n i+]+k=n 
On the other side, since F — (fi)^^ is a GJHD, using Lemma 4 .4.1(M), we obtain 
/„(^) = 4(^5];/j(xy)(/t(xi/)+ Yl Ux)d,{y')dk{x)\ 
^ l+t=n i+j+k=n ' 
Now compare the right hand side of these two expressions of fn{P) to get 
n 
y ^ 5t{x, y)dn-i{\x, y]) = 0, for all x, y EU, since R is 2-torsion free (4.4.7) 
( = 1 
Since 5s{x,y) = 0, for s < n, it follows that Sn{x,y)[x,y] = 0, for every x,y E U. 
The proof now proceeds by using similar arguments as used in the case n = 2 
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This completes the proof. 
In particular, if fi = di for every i ^N,we have the following: 
Corollary 4,4.1. Let i? be a 2-torsion free ring and U a square closed Lie ideal 
of R. If R has a commutator which is not a zero divisor then every JHD of U 
into J? is a HD of U into R. 
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